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Integral points on conic log K3 surfaces
Yonatan Harpaz
Abstract
Adapting a powerful method of Swinnerton-Dyer, we give explicit sufficient con-
ditions for the existence of integral points on certain schemes which are fibered into
affine conics. This includes, in particular, cases where the scheme is geometrically a
smooth log K3 surface. To the knowledge of the author, this is the first family of log
K3 surfaces for which such conditions are established.
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1 Introduction
The goal of this paper is to contribute to the Diophantine study of schemes by adapting a
powerful method, pioneered by Swinnerton-Dyer, to the context of integral points. Let S
denote a finite set of places of Q containing the real place. We will apply this method to
give sufficient conditions for the existence of S-integral points on pencils of affine conics
Y −→ P1S which are determined inside the vector bundle O(−n)⊕O(−m) over P1 by an
equation of the form
f(t, s)x2 + g(t, s)y2 = 1, (1.0.1)
where f(t, s), g(t, s) ∈ ZS[t, s] are separable homogeneous polynomials of degrees 2n
and 2m respectively, and which split completely over ZS . To describe a sample result,
consider the case n = m = 1. The following statement is a special case of Theorem 3.1.16
below:
Theorem 1.0.1. Let S be a finite set of places ofQ containing 2,∞. For each i = 1, ..., 4,
let ci, di ∈ ZS be a pair of S-coprime S-integers such that∆i,j := cjdi− cidj is non-zero
for i 6= j ∈ {1, ..., 4}. Let Y −→ P1S be the pencil of affine conics determined inside
O(−1)⊕ O(−1) by an equation of the form
(c1t+ d1s)(c2t+ d2s)x
2 + (c3t+ d3s)(c4t + d4s)y
2 = 1. (1.0.2)
Assume that the classes [−1], [∆1,2], [∆1,3], [∆1,4], [d2,3]], [∆2,4], [∆3,4] form seven distinct
linearly independent classes in Q∗/(Q∗)2. Then Y has an S-integral point.
Remark 1.0.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.0.1, the surface 1.0.2 always has a
real point and a p-adic point for every p, as well as an integral p-adic point for every p 6= 2
(see the proof of Theorem 3.1.16). Since 2 is assumed to be in S we see that Y always has
an S-integral adelic point.
Remark 1.0.3. The smallest S-integral solution to 1.0.2 can have a substantially larger
height than that of the coefficients ci, di. For example, one of the smallest examples
of 1.0.2 which satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1.0.1 is the equation
(t+ 4s)(2t+ 5s)x2 + (3t+ 2s)(5t+ s)y2 = 1 (1.0.3)
whose smallest solution is (x, y, t, s) = (35, 152, 49,−97). A naive heuristic for log K3
surfaces expects the height of the smallest solution to be exponential in the height of
the coefficients. In particular, for coefficients even mildly larger than (1.0.3), finding a
solution using a naive search is not feasible.
Results concerning integral points and strong approximation on fibered varieties were
first obtained by Colliot-The´le`ne and Xu in [12] for families of quadrics of dimension
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≥ 2. Their results were later generalized to include certain fibrations into homegenous
spaces in [6], and in a different direction to remove certain non-compactness assumptions
in [38]. Other types of fibrations which were studied in this context include fibrations
X −→ An given by a norm equation of the form
NL/k(x) = f(t1, ..., tn) (1.0.4)
where L/k is a finite field extension, x is a coordinate on the restriction of scalars affine
space A1L/k, and f is a polynomial in several variables which, over the algebraic closure,
factors into a product of linear polynomials. When s = 1 and L/k is a quadratic extension
these are affine versions of the classical Chaˆtelet surfaces. For this case conditional results
on the existence of integral points were obtained in [15] under Schinzel’s hypothesis. For
other cases of (1.0.4) strong approximation was obtained uncondtionally in [13] using
the method of descent. We note, however, that in all these cases the total space under
consideration is log rationally connected (for example, over an algebraically closed field,
the affine variety (1.0.4) contains a copy of affine space as an open subset, as soon as f
has a linear factor). In contrast, the surface Y of Theorem 1.0.1 is an example of a log
K3 surface, and, in particular, is not log rationally connected. As it is fibered into affine
conics, it can be considered as the S-integral analogue of an elliptic K3 surface, and may
hence be called a conic log K3 surface. As pointed out by the referee, integral points
on conic log K3 surfaces were previously studied in [2], which considered complements
X = P2 \D of plane cubic curves D ⊆ P2. While these surfaces are technically not log
K3 surfaces in the somewhat restrictive sense of Definition 3.0.1 below (since they are not
simply connected), when D is a smooth cubic such an X is a log K3 surface according
to other (common) definitions appearing in the literature, see Remark 3.0.2. In this case,
one may fiberX by an A1-family of affine conics obtained by taking the family of conics
in P2 which meet D in two triple points. The assumptions of [2, Theorem 3.3] guarantee
in particular that this fibration has an S-integral section (and so X has S-integral points),
and the theorem asserts that under these assumptions S-integral points on X are in fact
Zariski dense.
When studying S-integral points on an OS-scheme X of finite type, one often begins
by considering the set of S-integral adelic points
X(Ak,S)
def
=
∏
v∈S
X(kv)×
∏
v/∈S
X(Ov)
where X = X ⊗OS k is the generic fiber of X. If X(Ak,S) = ∅ one may immediately
deduce that X has no S-integral points. In general, it can happen that X(Ak,S) 6= ∅ but
X(OS) is still empty. One way to account for this phenomenon is given by the integral
version of the Brauer-Manin obstruction, introduced in [11]. To this end one considers
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the set
X(Ak,S)
Br(X) def= X(Ak,S) ∩X(Ak)Br
given by intersecting the set of S-integral adelic points with the Brauer set of X . When
X(Ak,S)
Br(X) = ∅ one says that there is a Brauer-Manin obstruction to the existence of
S-integral points. In their paper [11], Colliot-The´le`ne and Xu showed that ifX is a homo-
geneous space under a simply-connected semi-simple algebraic group G with connected
geometric stablizers, and G satisfies a certain non-compactness condition over S, then
the Brauer-Manin obstruction is the only obstruction to the existence of S-integral points
on X. The results of [11] were then extended to incorporate more general connected al-
gebraic groups in [3]. Similar results hold when X is a principal homogeneous space of
an algebraic group of multiplicative type (see [35],[36]). In [17] Harari and Voloch con-
jecture that the Brauer-Manin obstruction is the only one for S-integral points on open
subsets of P1S, but show that this does not hold for open subsets of elliptic curves. Other
counter-examples for which the Brauer-Manin obstruction is not sufficient to explain the
lack of S-integral points are known. In some of these cases, one can still account for
the lack of S-integral points by considering the integral Brauer set of a suitable e´tale
cover, see [10, Example 5.10]. Other counter-examples involve an “obstruction at infin-
ity”, which can occur even when X is geometrically very nice, for example, when X is
log rationally connected (see [10, Example 5.9]). For a construction of a log K3 (and in
particular simply connected) surfaces X which is not obstructed at infinity, and for which
X(Ak,S)
Br(X) 6= ∅ but X(OS) = ∅, see [18].
The method of Swinnerton-Dyer which will be adapted in this paper can be con-
sidered as an extension of the fibration method – a technique designed to prove the
existence of rational points on a variety X when X is equipped with a dominant map
π : X −→ B such that both B and the generic fiber of π are arithmetically well-behaved.
For example, when B = P1k and the fibers of π above A
1
k are split (i.e., contain a ge-
ometrically irreducible open subset), one may use the fibration method in order to ap-
proximate an adelic point (xv) ∈ X(Ak)Br by an adelic point (x′v) ∈ X(Ak) lying over
a rational point t ∈ P1k(k) (see [28], which builds on techniques used in [7]). If more
fibers are non-split, but are still geometrically split, more subtle variants of the fibra-
tion method can come into play. Such ideas were first used by Hasse in the reduction of
his theorem on quadratic hypersurfaces to the 1-dimensional case, and were extensively
developed by Colliot-The´le`ne, Sansuc, Serre, Skorobogatov, Swinnerton-Dyer and oth-
ers (see [27],[31],[4],[8]). The resulting methods often require the assumption of certain
number theoretic conjectures, such as Schinzel’s hypothesis in suitable cases or Conjec-
ture 9.1 of [21]. Unfortunately, these conjectures are only known to hold in very special
cases (see [21, §9.2]), e.g., when k = Q and all the non-split fibers lie over rational points.
If the fibers of π satisfy the Hasse principle, and one manages to find an adelic point
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(x′v) ∈ X(Ak) which lies above a rational point t ∈ P1k(k), then one may conclude that
a rational point exists. Otherwise, one needs to consider the Brauer-Manin obstruction on
the fibers. If the generic fiber is rationally connected (or satisfies a slightly more general
condition), one may use techniques developed by Harari in [16] (see also [21]) to make
sure that the adelic point (x′v) ∈ Xt(Ak) constructed above is orthogonal to the Brauer
group of the fiber Xt. If the generic fiber is not so well-behaved, the situation becomes
considerably more complicated, and additional techniques are required. The most pow-
erful example of such a subtle technique was pioneered by Swinnerton-Dyer, and was
aimed at dealing with fibrations whose fibers are torsors under abelian varieties (under
suitable conditions). We will refer to this method as the descent-fibration method.
The descent-fibration method first appeared in Swinnerton-Dyer’s paper [32], where
it was applied to diagonal del-Pezzo surfaces of degree 4. It was later generalized and
established as a method to study rational points on pencils of genus 1 curves in [9]. Ad-
ditional applications include more general del Pezzo surfaces of degree 4 ([1],[5],[37]),
diagonal del Pezzo surfaces of degree 3 ([34]), Kummer surfaces ([30], [19]) and more
general elliptic fibrations ([5],[37]). In all these papers one is trying to establish the ex-
istence of rational points on a variety X . In order to apply the method one exploits a
suitable geometric structure on X in order to reduce the problem to the construction of
rational points on a suitable fibered variety Y −→ P1 whose fibers are torsors under
a family A −→ P1 of abelian varieties. The first step is to apply the fibration method
above in order to find a t ∈ P1(k) such that the fiber Yt has points everywhere locally
(this part typically uses the vanishing of the Brauer-Manin obstruction, and often requires
Schinzel’s hypothesis). The second step then consists of modifying t until a suitable part
of the Tate-Shafarevich group X1(At) vanishes, implying the existence of a k-rational
point on Yt. This part usually assumes, in additional to a possible Schinzel hypothesis, the
finiteness of the Tate-Shafarevich group for all relevant abelian varieties, and crucially
relies on the properties of the Cassels-Tate pairing.
The descent-fibration method is currently the only method powerful enough to prove
(though often conditionally) the existence of rational points on families of varieties which
includes non-rationally conncted varieties, such as K3 surfaces. It is hence the only source
of evidence for the question of whether or not the Brauer-Manin obstruction is the only
one for K3 surfaces.
The purpose of this paper is to study an adaptation of the descent-fibration method to
the realm of integral points. To this end, we will replace torsors under abelian varieties
with torsors under algebraic tori. In particular, we will focus our attention on torsors
under norm 1 tori associated to quadratic extensions. In §2 we will develop a 2-descent
formalism suitable for this context. Building on this formalism, we will adapt in §3.1
the descent-fibration method in order to study integral points on pencils of conics of the
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form 1.0.1. In particular, we will obtain explicit sufficient conditions for the existence
of S-integral points on a certain natural family of conic log K3 surfaces, as described in
Theorem 1.0.1. Apart from the application described in this paper, we expect this new
integral descent-fibration method to be applicable in many other cases, opening the door
for understanding integral points beyond the realm of log rationally connected schemes.
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2 2-Descent for quadratic norm 1 tori
Let k be a number field, S0 a finite set of places of k and OS0 the ring of S0-integers of
k. In this section we will develop a 2-descent formalism whose goal is to yield sufficient
conditions for the existence S0-integral points on schemes of the form
ax2 + by2 = 1 (2.0.1)
where a, b are a mutually coprime S0-integers. To this end we will study certain Tate-
Shafarevich groups associated with 2.0.1, and define suitable Selmer groups to compute
them. The main result of this section is Corollary 2.3.2 below, which will be used in §3.1
to find S0-integral points on schemes which are fibered into affine conics of type 2.0.1.
2.1 Preliminaries
Let d ∈ OS0 be a non-zero S0-integer and let K = k(
√
d) be the associated quadratic
extension. We will denote by T0 the set of places ofK lying above S0. Let us assume that
d satisfies the following condition:
Assumption 2.1.1. For every v /∈ S0 we have valv(d) ≤ 1 and valv(d) = 1 if v lies above
2.
The following useful lemma is by no means novel, but we could not find an explicit
reference.
Lemma 2.1.2. If Assumption 2.1.1 holds then the ring OT0 is generated, as an OS0-
module, by 1 and d.
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Proof. Let β ∈ OT0 be an element and write β = t + s
√
d with t, s ∈ k. We wish
to show valv(t) ≥ 0 and valv(s) ≥ 0 for every v /∈ S0. Since β ∈ OT0 we have that
2t = TrK/k(β) ∈ OS0 . Hence if v /∈ S0 is an odd place then valv(t) ≥ 0 and since
valv(d) ∈ {0, 1} it follows that valv(s) ≥ 0 as well. Now assume that v lies above 2.
Since we assumed valv(d) = 1 it follows that v is ramified inK and there exists a unique
place w above v. Furthermore, valw(
√
d) = 1. It then follows that valw(t) = 2 valv(t) is
even and valw
(
s
√
d
)
= 2 valv(s) + 1 is odd. This means that
0 ≤ valw(β) = valw
(
t + s
√
d
)
= min
(
valw(t), valw
(
s
√
d
))
and hence 2 valv(t) = valw(t) ≥ 0 and 2 valv(s) = valw(s) ≥ − valw(
√
d) = −1. This
implies that valv(t) ≥ 0 and valv(s) ≥ 0, as desired.
Let T0 denote the group scheme over OS0 given by the equation
x2 − dy2 = 1
We may identify the S0-integral points of T0 with the set of units in OT0 whose norm
is 1 (in which case the group operation is given by multiplication in OT0). We note that
technically the group scheme T0 is not an algebraic torus over OS0 , since it does not split
over an e´tale extension of OS0 . For every divisor a|d we may consider the affine OS0-
scheme Za0 given by the equation
ax2 + by2 = 1 (2.1.1)
where b = −d
a
. Let Ia ⊆ OT0 be the OT0-ideal generated by a and
√
d. Lemma 2.1.2
implies, in particular, that Ia is generated by a and
√
d as an OS0-module. It follows that
the association (x, y) 7→ ax +√dy identifies the set of S0-integral points of Za0 with the
set of elements in Ia whose norm is a. We note that the norm of Ia is the ideal generated by
a, and hence we may consider the scheme Za0 above as parameterizing generators of Ia
whose norm is exactly a. We have a natural action of the algebraic group T0 on the scheme
Za0 corresponding to multiplying a generator by a unit. Assumption 2.1.1 implies that a
and b are coprime in OS0 (i.e., the ideal (a, b) ⊆ OS0 generated by a, b is equal to OS0).
This, in turn, implies that the action of T0 on Z
a
0 exhibits Z
a
0 as a torsor under T0, locally
trivial in the e´tale topology, and hence classified by an element in the e´tale cohomology
group αa ∈ H1(OS0 ,T0). The solubility of Za0 is equivalent to the condition αa = 0. The
study of S0-integral points on Z
a
0 hence naturally leads to the study of e´tale cohomology
groups as above, just as the study of rational points on curves of genus 1 naturally leads to
Galois cohomology groups of their Jacobians. Our main goal in this paper is to construct
an adaptation of Swinnerton-Dyer’s method where abelian varieties and their torsors are
replaced by group schemes of the form OT0 and their torsors Z
a
0, respectively.
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We now observe that the torsor Za0 is not an arbitrary torsor of T0. Since 1 ∈ (a, b)
it follows that a ∈ I2a and hence I2a = (a) by norm considerations. In particular, if β =
ax+
√
dy ∈ Ia has norm a then β2a ∈ Od has norm 1. This operation can be realized as a
map of OS0-schemes
q : Za0 −→ T0.
The action of T0 on Z
a
0 is compatible with the action of T0 on itself via the multiplication-
by-2 map T0
2−→ T0. We will say that q is a map of T0-torsors covering the map T0 2−→
T0. It then follows that the element αa ∈ H1(OS0 ,T0) is a 2-torsion element and we are
naturally lead to study the 2-torsion group H1(OS0 ,T0)[2].
Finally, an obvious necessary condition for the existence of S0-integral points on Z
a
0
is that Za0 carries an S0-integral adelic point. This condition restricts the possible ele-
ments αa to a suitable subgroup of H
1(OS0 ,T0), which we may call X
1(T0, S0). We are
therefore interested in studying the 2-torsion subgroup X1(T0, S0)[2]. It turns out that
these groups are more well-behaved when the group scheme T0 is a algebraic torus, i.e,
splits in an e´tale extension of the base ring. To this end we will temporary extend our
scalars from OS0 to OS for a suitable finite subset S ⊃ S0. This will be done in the next
subsection. Our final goal is to prove Corollary 2.3.2, in which we will be able to ob-
tain information on S0-integral points of the original scheme Z
a
0, prior to the extension of
scalars.
2.2 The Selmer and dual Selmer groups
Let S be the union of S0 with all the places which ramify in K and all the places above
2. We will denote by T ⊆ ΩK the set of places of K which lie above S. Let T be the
base change of T0 from OS0 to OS . We note that T becomes isomorphic to Gm after
base changing from OS to OT , and OT /OS is an e´tale extension of rings. This means
that T is an algebraic torus over OS . We will denote by T̂ the character group of T,
considered as an e´tale sheaf over spec(OS). We will use the notationH
i(OS,F) to denote
e´tale cohomology of spec(OS) with coefficients in the sheaf F.
Definition 2.2.1.
(1) We will denote by X1(T, S) ⊆ H1(OS,T) the kernel of the map
H1(OS,T) −→
∏
v∈S
H1(kv,T ⊗OS kv).
(2) We will denote by X2(T̂, S) ⊆ H2(OS, T̂) the kernel of the map
H2(OS, T̂) −→
∏
v∈S
H2(kv, T̂ ⊗OS kv).
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Since T is an algebraic torus we may apply [25, Theorem 4.6(a), 4.7] and deduce that
the groups X1(T, S) and X2(T̂, S) are finite and that the cup product in e´tale cohomol-
ogy with compact support induces a perfect pairing
X
1(T, S)×X2(T̂, S) −→ Q/Z. (2.2.1)
Since 2 is invertible in OS the multiplication by 2 map T
2−→ T is surjective when
considered as a map of e´tale sheaves on spec(OS). We hence obtain a short exact sequence
of e´tale sheaves
0 −→ Z/2 −→ T 2−→ T −→ 0.
We define the Selmer group Sel(T, S) to be the subgroup Sel(T, S) ⊆ H1(OS,Z/2) con-
sisting of all elements whose image inH1(OS,T) belongs toX
1(T, S). We consequently
obtain a short exact sequence
0 −→ TS(OS)/2 −→ Sel(T, S) −→X1(T, S)[2] −→ 0
where TS(OS)/2 denotes the cokernel of the map T(OS)
2−→ T(OS). Similarly, we have
a short exact sequence of e´tale sheaves
0 −→ T̂ 2−→ T̂ −→ Z/2 −→ 0
and we define the dual Selmer group Sel(T̂, S) ⊆ H1(OS,Z/2) to be the subgroup
consisting of all elements whose image in H2(OS, T̂) belongs to X
2(T̂, S). The dual
Selmer group then sits in a short exact sequence of the form
0 −→ H1(OS, T̂)/2 −→ Sel(T̂, S) −→X2(T̂, S)[2] −→ 0
Let us now describe the Selmer group more explicitly. The map H1(OS,Z/2) −→
H1(OS,T) can be described as follows. Since S contains all the places above 2 the Kum-
mer sequence associated to the sheaf Gm yields a short exact sequence
0 −→ O∗S/(O∗S)2 −→ H1(OS,Z/2) −→ Pic(OS)[2] −→ 0
More explicitly, an element of H1(OS,Z/2) corresponds to a quadratic extension K =
k(
√
a) which is unramified outside S. Consequently, the element a ∈ k∗, which is well-
defined up to squares, must have an even valuation at every place v /∈ S. The map
H1(OS,Z/2) −→ Pic(OS)[2] is then given by sending the class of k(√a) to the class
of
div(a)
2
, where div(a) is the divisor of a when considered as a function on spec(OS). Let
Ia ⊆ OT be the ideal corresponding to the pullback of div(a)2 from OS to OT . Then Ia is an
ideal of norm (a) and we can form the OS-scheme Z
a parameterizing elements of Ia of
norm a (such a scheme admits explicit affine equations locally on spec(OS) by choosing
local generators for the ideal Ia). The scheme Z
a is a torsor under T, and the classifying
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class of Za is the image of a in H1(OS,T). We note that such a scheme automatically
has Ov-points for every v /∈ S. By definition the class in H1(OS ,Z/2) represented by a
belongs to Sel(T, S) if and only if the torsor Za has local points over S, i.e., if and only if
it has an S-integral adelic point.
We note that if a is such that div(a) = 0 on spec(OS) (i.e., a is an S-unit), then Z
a is
the scheme parameterizing T -units in K whose norm is a, and can be written as
x2 − dy2 = a. (2.2.2)
Of course, this is always the case if one inverts all primes outside S. In particular, for
every place v ∈ S, the base change of Za to kv becomes isomorphic to 2.2.2 over kv,
and the scheme Za has a kv-point if and only if the Hilbert pairing 〈a, d〉v ∈ H2(kv,Z/2)
vanishes. Finally, we note that if a is a divisor of d (so that in particular a is an S-unit), then
the scheme Za coincides with the base change of the our scheme of interest Za0 (see 2.1.1)
from OS0 to OS .
On the dual side, we may consider the short exact sequence
0 −→ T̂ −→ T̂ ⊗Q −→ T̂ ⊗ (Q/Z) −→ 0.
Since T̂ ⊗Q is a uniquely divisible sheaf we get an identification
H2(OS, T̂) ∼= H1(OS, T̂ ⊗ (Q/Z)).
To compute the latter, let V = ROT /OS A
1 be the Weil restriction of scalars of A1 and let
U ⊆ V be the algebraic torus
U = {x+ y
√
d ∈ V|x2 − dy2 6= 0} ∼= ROT /OS(Gm).
Let ϕ : U −→ T denote the homomoprhism ϕ(x+y√d) = x+y
√
d
x−y√d . We then obtain a short
exact sequence of algebraic tori over OS:
1 −→ Gm −→ U −→ T −→ 1
and consequently a short exact sequence of e´tale sheaves
0 −→ T̂ ⊗Q/Z −→ Û⊗Q/Z −→ Q/Z −→ 0.
Now the character sheaf Û is (non-naturally) isomorphic to the cocharacter sheaf of U,
which, in turn, is naturally isomorphic to f∗Z where f : spec(OT ) −→ spec(OS) is the
obvious map. By the projection formula we may then identify Û⊗Q/Z with f∗Q/Z and
since f is a finite map we get that H1(OS, Û⊗Q/Z) ∼= H1(OT ,Q/Z). Finally, since the
mapH0(OS , Û⊗Q/Z) −→ H0(OS,Q/Z) is surjective we obtain an isomorphism
H2(OS, T̂) ∼= H1(OS, T̂ ⊗Q/Z) ∼= Ker[H1(OT ,Q/Z) cores−→ H1(OS ,Q/Z)]
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and hence an isomorphism
H2(OS, T̂)[2] ∼= Ker[H1(OT ,Z/2) cores−→ H1(OS,Z/2)],
where in both cases cores denotes the relevant corestriction map. We may hence identify
X
2(T̂, S)[2] ⊆ H2(OS, T̂)[2] with the subgroup of Ker[H1(OT ,Z/2) cores−→ H1(OS,Z/2)]
consisting of those extensions which furthermore split over T . We note that the composi-
tionH1(OS,Z/2) −→ H2(OS, T̂)[2] −→ H1(OT ,Z/2) is just the natural restriction map
which sends a class [a] ∈ H1(OS ,Z/2) to the class of the quadratic extension K(
√
a).
We hence obtain the following explicit description of Sel(T̂, S):
Corollary 2.2.2. Let [a] ∈ H1(OS ,Z/2) be a class represented by an element a ∈ OS
(such that valv(a) is even for every v /∈ S). Then [a] ∈ Sel(T̂, S) if and only if every place
in T splits in K(
√
a).
Corollary 2.2.3. The kernel of the map Sel(T̂, S) −→ X2(T̂, S)[2] has rank 1 and is
generated by the class [d] ∈ Sel(T̂, S).
Our proposed method of 2-descent is in essence just as way to calculate the 2-ranks of
Sel(T, S) and Sel(T̂, S). When k = Q this method can be considered as a repackaging of
Gauss’ classical genus theory for computing the 2-torsion of the class groups of quadratic
fields.
The notation introduced in the next few paragraphs follows the analogous notation
of [9] and [5]. Let S ′ be any finite set of places containing S and such that Pic(OS′) = 0.
For each v ∈ S ′, let Vv and V v denote two copies ofH1(kv,Z/2) ∼= k∗v/(k∗v)2, considered
as F2-vector spaces. We will also denote VS′ = ⊕v∈S′Vv and V S′ = ⊕v∈S′V v. By taking
the sum of the Hilbert symbol pairings
〈, 〉v : Vv × V v −→ Z/2 (2.2.3)
we obtain a non-degenerate pairing
〈, 〉S : VS′ × V S
′ −→ Z/2 (2.2.4)
Let IS′ and I
S′ be two copies of the group O∗S′/(O
∗
S′)
2. As S ′ contains all the real places
and all the places above 2 and since Pic(OS′) = 0 we have IS′, I
S′ ∼= H1(OS′ ,Z/2) and
the localization maps
IS′ →֒ VS′
IS
′ →֒ V S′
are injective (see [9, Proposition 1.1.1]). Furthermore, Tate-Poitou’s sequence for the Ga-
lois moduleZ/2 implies that IS′ is the orthogonal complement of I
S′ with respect to 2.2.4,
and vice versa.
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For each v ∈ S ′ we define a subspaceW v ⊆ V v as follows. If v ∈ S then we let W v
be the subspace generated by the class [d]. If v ∈ S ′ \ S then we letW v be the image of
O∗v/(O
∗
v)
2 inside (k∗v)/(k
∗
v)
2. In both cases we letWv ⊆ Vv be the orthogonal complement
ofW v with respect to 2.2.3. We will denote byWS′ = ⊕v∈S′Wv andW S′ = ⊕v∈S′W v. By
construction we see that WS′ is the orthogonal complement ofW
S′ with respect to 2.2.4
and vice versa.
Now consider the induced pairings
IS′ ×W S′ −→ Z/2 (2.2.5)
and
WS′ × IS′ −→ Z/2 (2.2.6)
The 2-descent method for calculating the ranks of Sel(T, S) and Sel(T̂, S) can be neatly
summarized in the following proposition (compare [5, Lemma 1.4.1]):
Proposition 2.2.4. The Selmer group Sel(T, S) can be identified with each of the follow-
ing groups:
(1) The intersection IS′ ∩WS′ .
(2) The left kernel of 2.2.5.
(3) The left kernel of 2.2.6.
Similarly, the dual Selmer group Sel(T̂, S) can be identified with each of the following
groups:
(1) The intersection IS
′ ∩W S′ .
(2) The right kernel of 2.2.5.
(3) The right kernel of 2.2.6.
Proof. Since IS′, I
S′ are orthogonal complements of each other and WS′ ,W
S′ are or-
thogonal complements of each other it will suffice to prove that Sel(T, S) = IS′ ∩WS′
and Sel(T̂, S) = IS
′ ∩ W S′ . We begin by noting that since Pic(OS′) = 0 the group
H1(OS,Z/2) can be identified with the subgroup of IS′ consisting of those elements
a ∈ IS′ whose valuations are even at every v ∈ S ′ \ S. This is equivalent to saying
that the local image of a in Vv belongs to Wv for every v ∈ S ′ \ S. Similarly, we may
identify H1(OS,Z/2) with the subgroup of I
S′ consisting of those elements whose local
image in V v belongs toW v for every v ∈ S ′ \ S.
Now, given an a ∈ H1(OS,Z/2) ⊆ IS′ and a place v ∈ S, the condition that the
local image of a in Vv lies in Wv is by the definition the condition 〈a, d〉v = 0, which is
equivalent to the existence of a kv-point on Z
a. It follows that Sel(T, S) = IS′ ∩WS′ .
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On the dual side, given an element a ∈ H1(OS,Z/2) ⊆ IS′ , the condition that the local
image of a in V v belongs toW v for v ∈ S is equivalent to the condition that the extension
Kw(
√
a) splits, where w is the unique place of K lying above v. It hence follows that an
element a ∈ H1(OS ,Z/2) lies inW S if and only if every place of T splits inK(
√
a), and
so by Corollary 2.2.2 we have Sel(T̂S) = I
S′ ∩W S′ as desired.
Remark 2.2.5. Let Ssplit ⊆ S0 denote the places of S0 which split inK. By Dirichlet’s unit
theorem it follows that dim2 IS′ = |S ′| and by our construction it follows that dim2W S′ =
|S ′| − |Ssplit|. By Proposition 2.2.4 we may conclude that
dim2 Sel(T, S)− dim2 Sel(T̂, S) = dim2 IS′ − dim2W S′ = |Ssplit|.
2.3 Back to S0-integral points
We shall now turn our attention to our motivating problem, and attempt to apply the above
2-descent formalism to obtain sufficient condition for the solubility in OS0 of our equation
of interest 2.1.1 (see Corollary 2.3.2 below). We begin with the following proposition.
Proposition 2.3.1. Assume Condition 2.1.1 is satisfied and let a|d be an element dividing
d. Let Za0 be the OS0-scheme given by 2.1.1 and let Z
a = Za0⊗OS0 OS be the corresponding
base change. If Za has an S-integral point then Za0 has an S0-integral point.
Proof. Let Ia be the OT0-ideal generated by a,
√
d. We need to show that Ia admits a
generator of norm a. Since a is an S-unit the existence of an S-integral point on Za is
equivalent to the existence of a T -unit β ∈ O∗T whose norm is a. It will hence suffice to
show that such a β must lie in Ia. By Condition 2.1.1 and the construction of S we see
that valv(d) = 1 for every v ∈ S \ S0. It follows that every place v ∈ S \ S0 is ramified
inK. Let Sa ⊆ S \ S0 be the subset of places where a has a positive valuation and let Ta
be the set of places of K lying above Sa. Then OT0/Ia
∼= ∏w∈Ta Fw and it will suffice to
show that valw(β) > 0 for every w ∈ Ta. But this, in turn, is true because the norm of β
is a.
Corollary 2.3.2. Assume Condition 2.1.1 is satisfied. If Sel(T̂, S) is generated by [d] then
for every a|d the OS0-scheme Za0 given by 2.1.1 satisfies the S0-integral Hasse principle.
Proof. Assume that Za0 has an S-integral adelic point. If Sel(T̂, S) is generated by [d] then
X
2(T̂, S)[2] = 0 and by the perfect pairing 2.2.1 we may deduce that X1(T, S)[2] = 0.
Since Za0 has an S0-integral adelic point the base change Z
a = Za0 ⊗OS0 OS has an S-
integral adelic point. The class of Za as a T-torsor then lies inX1(T, S)[2], and since the
latter group vanishes it follows that Za has an S-integral point. The result now follows
from Proposition 2.3.1.
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2.4 The weak and strict Selmer groups
In this subsection we shall describe a variant of the construction above, which we refer
to as the strict Selmer group and the weak dual Selmer group. The advantage of these
variants over the Selmer and dual Selmer groups is that their behaviour is easier to control
over families of algebraic tori as those considered in §3.1.
Keeping the notation of §2.2, let S1 ⊆ S be a finite set of places, disjoint from S0. Let
W−S′ ⊆ WS′ be the subspace spanned by those tuples (av)v∈S′ such that
∑
v∈S1 valv av is
even and letW S
′
+ ⊆ V S′ be the orthogonal complements ofW−S′ .
Definition 2.4.1. We define the strict Selmer group by
Sel−(T, S, S1)
def
= IS′ ∩W−S′
and the weak dual Selmer group by
Sel+(T̂, S, S1)
def
= IS
′ ∩W S′+ .
Remark 2.4.2. The left kernels of both IS′×W S′+ −→ Z/2 andW−S′×IS
′ −→ Z/2 can be
identified with the strict Selmer group. Similarly, the right kernels of these pairings can
be identified with weak dual Selmer group.
Remark 2.4.3. Let Ssplit ⊆ S0 denote the places of S0 which split in K. By Dirichlet’s
unit theorem it follows that dim2 IS′ = |S ′| and by our construction we have dim2W S′+ =
|S ′| − |Ssplit|+ 1. Using Remark 2.4.2 we may conclude that
dim2 Sel
−(T, S)− dim2 Sel+(T̂, S) = dim2 IS′ − dim2W S′+ = |Ssplit| − 1.
Remark 2.4.4. In light of Proposition 2.2.4 we have natural inclusions
Sel−(T, S, S1) ⊆ Sel(T, S)
and
Sel(T̂, S) ⊆ Sel+(T̂, S, S1)
whose cokernels are at most 1-dimensional. Furthermore, combining Remark 2.2.5 and
Remark 2.4.3 we see that exactly one of these inclusions is an isomorphism.
3 Integral points on pencils of affine conics
In this section we will apply the 2-descent formalism of §2.2 in order to establish sufficient
conditions for the existence of S-integral points on certain schemes which are fibered
into affine conics. Our strategy is an adaptation of Swinnerton-Dyer’s descent-fibration
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method. To obtain unconditional results we opt not to incorporate Schinzel’s hypothesis
in the proof, but rely instead on a theorem of Green, Tao and Ziegler (see §3.3). This
requires, in particular, that we restrict our attention to the field Q of rational numbers.
Let us begin by describing the type of fibered schemes we will be interested in. Let S0
be a finite set of places of Q containing the real place. Let I be a finite non-empty set of
even size. For each i ∈ I, let ci, di ∈ ZS0 be S0-integral S0-coprime elements such that
∆i,j
def
= cjdi − cidj 6= 0
for every i 6= j. Let us denote pi(t, s) = cit + dis, and observe that∆i,j = pj(di,−ci). If
J ⊆ I is a subset then we will denote pJ(t, s) =
∏
j∈J pj .
We will denote by P1S0 the projective line over spec(ZS0). Let us fix a partition I =
A ∪B (i.e., A ∩B = ∅) such that |A| = 2n and |B| = 2m are both even. Let E −→ P1S0
be the vector bundle O(−n)⊕O(−m)⊕O(0). Let a, b ∈ ZS be non-zero S0-integers and
let Y ⊆ P(E) be the closed subscheme determined by the equation
apA(t, s)x
2 + bpB(t, s)y
2 = z2. (3.0.1)
The scheme Y is a conic bundle over P1. The equation z = 0 determines a subscheme
Z ⊆ Y which meets each smooth fiber of Y −→ P1S0 at two points. Our main scheme of
interest in this paper is the open subscheme Y = Y \ Z, which is fibered over P1S0 into
affine conics. More explicitly, if we let F −→ P1S be the vector bundle O(−n) ⊕ O(−m)
then we may recover Y as the subvariety of F given by the equation
apA(t, s)x
2 + bpB(t, s)y
2 = 1. (3.0.2)
We will denote by p : Y −→ P1S0 the associated pencil of affine conics and by Y =
Y⊗ZS0 Q the base change of Y to the field of fractions Q.
When n = 1 and m = 0, the surface Y is log rationally connected (see [40]), and
the question of integral points on Y is strongly related to the question of integral points
affine 2-dimensional quadrics, as those studied in [11]. The next simplest case is when
n = m = 1, in which case the surface Y is a log K3 surface. Let us recall the definition.
Definition 3.0.1. A log K3 surface is a smooth, geometrically integral and simply con-
nected surface Z equipped with a compactification Z ⊆ Z such that the divisor D =
Z \ Z is a simple normal crossing divisor and the class [D] ∈ Pic(Z) is equal to the
anti-canonical class of Z.
Remark 3.0.2. Definition 3.0.1 is slightly more restrictive then other definitions which
appear in the literature (see, e.g, [23], [39]). In particular, many authors do not require Z
to be simply-connected, but require instead the weaker property that there are no global
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1-forms on Z which extend to Z with logarithmic singuliarites alongD. In another direc-
tion, some authors relax the condition that [D]+KZ = 0 and replace it with the condition
that dimH0(Z, n([D] + KZ)) = 1 for all n ≥ 0. In this more general context one may
consider Definition 3.0.1 as isolating the simplest kind of log K3 surfaces. It will be in-
teresting to try to extend the methods for integral points to the more general setting as
well.
Proposition 3.0.3. If |A| = |B| = 2 then the surface Y is a log K3 surface.
Proof. The smooth surface Y is contained in the smooth proper surface Y , which is a
conic bundle over P1. When |A| = |B| = 2 the conic bundle Y has exactly four singular
fibers and one can easily verify that Y is a del Pezzo surface of degree 4. The divisor
D = Y \ Y (given by z = 0) is a genus 1 curve whose class is the anti-canonical class
of Y . To show that Y is a log K3 surface it will hence suffice to show that Y is simply
connected. In light of [18, Lemma 3.3.6] it will be enough to show that Y ⊗k k posses a
rational curve L which meets D transversely in exactly one point. Let λ, µ ∈ Q be such
that disc(λapA + µbpB) = 0. Then there exists a linear homogeneous polynomial ct+ ds
such that λapA + µbpB = (ct+ ds)
2 with c, d ∈ Q. Let f : P1 −→ Y ⊗k k be the section
of the map Y −→ P1 given by x = √λ, y = √µ, z = ct+ ds. Then we may take L to be
the image of f , which meetsD transversely at the point f(−d : c).
Remark 3.0.4. In the setting of Proposition 3.0.3, Y is a log K3 surface which is the
complement of an anti-canonical class divisor inside a del Pezzo surface. The work of
Hassett and Tschinkel (see, in particular, [22, Theorem 6.18]) implies that integral points
on Y are potentially dense, i.e., they become Zariski dense after a finite extension of the
base field and a finite enlargement of the set S0.
3.1 Main results
Our goal in this section is to formulate our main theorem, giving sufficient conditions for
the surface Y to have an S0-integral point (see Theorem 3.1.12). In order to study S0-
integral points on Y, it will be useful to introduce a closely related 3-dimensional scheme
dominating Y. Let X = (A2S0 \ {(0, 0)}) ×P1S0 Y be the pullback along the natural map
A2S0 \ {(0, 0)} −→ P1S0 and let q : X −→ Y denote the projection on the second coordi-
nate. We then observe that X can be identified with the subscheme of specZS0 [t, s, x, y]
given by intersecting equation 3.0.2 with the condition (t, s) 6= (0, 0). If n,m > 0 then
equation 3.0.2 already implies that (t, s) 6= (0, 0) and hence X is just the affine vari-
ety determined by 3.0.2. We note that X(ZS0) can be identified with the set of tuples
(t, s, x, y) of S0-integers satisfying equation 3.0.2 and such that t, s are coprime in ZS0 .
As mentioned above, if n,m > 0 then the last condition is automatic. We will denote by
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π : X −→ P1S0 the composed map π = p ◦ q and by X = X ⊗ZS0 Q the corresponding
base change to Q.
Remark 3.1.1. Let S ′ = S0 ∪ {2}. Then Y⊗OS0 OS′ is a smooth OS′-scheme and the map
p′ : Y⊗OS0 OS′ −→ P1S′ is smooth.
Remark 3.1.2. Since Pic(ZS0) = 0 and the map q : X −→ Y is aGm-torsor it follows that
the map
X(ZS0) −→ Y(ZS0)
is surjective, and hence the existence of an S0-integral point onX is equivalent to the exis-
tence of an S0-integral point on Y. More explicitly,S0-integral points ofX can be pararme-
terized by tuples (t, s, x, y) ∈ Z4S0 satisfying equation 3.0.2, and such that t, s are coprime
in ZS0 . Furthermore, (t, s, x, y), (t
′, s′, x′, y′) ∈ X(ZS0) map to the same point of Y if and
only if there exists an S0-unit u ∈ Z∗S0 such that (t′, s′, x, y) = (ut, us, u−nx, u−my). A
similar statement holds for kv-points and Ov-points of the associated local models.
In order to formulate our theorem we will need some additional terminology.
Definition 3.1.3. Given a subset J ⊆ I we will denote by Jc = I \ J the complement of J
in I.
Definition 3.1.4. Let d = ab. Given a subset J ⊆ I and an element i ∈ I we will denote
by
DJi =
{
pJ(di,−ci) i /∈ J
dpJc(di,−ci) i ∈ J
and
D̂Ji =
{
pJ(di,−ci) i /∈ J
−dpJc(di,−ci) i ∈ J
Remark 3.1.5. By Definition 3.1.4 abovewe have [DJ
c
i ] = [dD
J
i ] ∈ Q∗/(Q∗)2 and [D̂J
c
i ] =
[−dD̂Ji ] ∈ Q∗/(Q∗)2 for every J ⊆ I and i ∈ I. Furthermore, D∅i = D̂∅i = 1 and
DIi = −D̂Ii = d.
Definition 3.1.6. Wewill denote by G the abelian group which is a direct sum ofQ∗/(Q∗)2
and the F2-vector space spanned by the formal symbols [pi] for i ∈ I. We will denote
elements in G multiplicatively as [c][pJ] = [c]
∏
i∈J[pi] where J ⊆ I is some subset and
c ∈ Q∗.
Remark 3.1.7. If [pJ] = [pJ′ ] · [pJ′′ ] ∈ G then for every i ∈ I we have [DJi ] = [DJ
′
i ] ·
[DJ
′′
i ] ∈ Q∗/(Q∗)2. This follows from the identities [pJ] = [p(J′)c ] · [p(J′′)c ] and [pJc ] =
[p(J′)c ] · [pJ′′] = [pJ′] · [p(J′′)c ].
We shall now identify a few important subgroups of G.
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Definition 3.1.8. Let i ∈ I be an element. We will denote by Gi ⊆ G the subgroup
containing those elements [c][pJ] such that |J| is even and[
cDJi
] ∈ {1, [aDAi ]} ⊆ Q∗/(Q∗)2.
We will denote by Gi ⊆ G the subspace of those elements [c][pJ] such that |J| is even and[
cD̂Ji
]
∈ {1, [aDAi ]} ⊆ Q∗/(Q∗)2.
Finally, let us denote by GD = ∩i∈IGi and GD = ∩i∈IGi.
Remark 3.1.9. It is not hard to verify that GD and G
D are finite groups.
We are now ready to formulate our main condition on the ∆i,j . This condition is anal-
ogous to Condition (D) of [9] and [5], and we hence use the same name.
Assumption 3.1.10 (Condition (D)). The group GD is generated by [a][pA] and [d][pI] and
the group GD is generated by [−d][pI].
Before we state our main theorem let us recall the definition of the vertical Brauer
group:
Definition 3.1.11. Let f : X −→ Y be a map of varieties over a field k. The vertical
Brauer group Brvert(X, f) is defined to be the intersection
Brvert(X, f)
def
= Br(X) ∩ f ∗ Br(k(Y )) ⊆ Br(k(X))
We are now ready to state our main theorem.
Theorem 3.1.12. Let S0 be a finite set of places of Q containing ∞. Let I be a non-
empty set of even size and for each i ∈ I let ci, di ∈ ZS0 be coprime elements such that
∆i,j := cidj−cjdi 6= 0whenever i 6= j. Let us denote pi(t, s) = cit+dis and pJ =
∏
i∈J pi
for J ⊆ I as above. Fix a pair a, b of non-zero S0-integers and a partition I = A ∪ B
into even sized subsets and consider the pencil of affine conics Y −→ P1S0 given by 3.0.2.
Assume that Condition (D) is satisfied and that there exists an S0-integral adelic point
(Pv) = (tv, sv, xv, yv) of X = (A
2
S0
\ {(0, 0)})×P1
S0
Y such that
(1) valv(dpI(tv, sv)) ≤ 1 for every v /∈ S0 and val2(dpI(t, s)) = 1 if 2 /∈ S0.
(2) There exist two places v1∞, v
2
∞ ∈ S0 such that −dpI(tvi∞ , svi∞) is a non-zero square
in Qvi
∞
for i = 1, 2 (note that despite the notation v1∞ and v
2
∞ are not assumed to be
infinite places, just places of S0).
(3) The image of (Pv) in Y(AS0) is orthogonal to Br
vert(Y, p).
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Then there exists an S0-integral point on Y.
Remark 3.1.13. Let us say a few words on the conditions appearing in Theorem 3.1.12. As
mentioned above, Condition (D) is an analogue of the condition of the same name appear-
ing in [9] and [5]. It is a completely algebraic condition, and can be shown to imply that
the 2-torsion Br(Y )[2] is contained in Brvert(Y, p), explaining to some extent the absence
of any condition concerning non-vertical Brauer elements in Theorem 3.1.12. Condition
(1) of Theorem 3.1.12 is strongly related to the fact that the 2-descent formalism devel-
oped in §2.2 requires to work with norm 1 tori associated to localizations of maximal
orders. If one could extend arithmetic duality results to more general group schemes we
expect this condition to become redundant. Finally, Condition (2) of Theorem 3.1.12 is a
type of “splitness condition”, where we want to insure the existence of certain local points
on the divisor at infinity Y \Y . For a brief discussion of this idea, see [18, Definition 1.0.6,
Definition 1.0.8].
The conditions of Theorem 3.1.12 are finitely verifiable, but are somewhat inexplicit.
The following lemma identifies certain stronger conditions which are easier to check “by
hand”.
Lemma 3.1.14. Consider the following conditions.
(1) Let U be the quotient of the F2-vector space Q
∗/(Q∗)2 by the subspace spanned by
{[a], [b]}. Then the subspace V ⊆ U spanned by the images of {[∆i,j]}i 6=j attains its
maximal dimension 1+
(|I|
2
)
. In other words, all the linear relations are spanned by
[∆i,j] = [−1][∆j,i].
(2) For every J ⊆ I such that J 6= ∅, I and |J| is even, the subspace VJ ⊆ Q∗/(Q∗)2
spanned by {[aDJi ]}i∈I attains its maximal dimension |I|−1. In other words, the only
non-trivial linear relation is
∏
i∈I[aD
J
i ] = 1.
(3) Condition (D) holds and Brvert(Y, p)/Br(k) = 0.
Then we have (1)⇒ (2)⇒ (3).
Proof. (1)⇒ (2). Let J ⊆ I be such that J 6= ∅, I and |J| is even. Let εi ∈ Z/2 for i ∈ I
be such that
∏
i∈I[aD
J
i ]
εi = 1. Then
∏
i∈I
[aDJi ]
εi =
[∏
i∈Jc
[aDJi ]
εi
][∏
j∈J
([bDJ
c
j ])
εj
]
=
[∏
i∈Jc
[a]εi
][∏
j∈J
[b]εj
][ ∏
i∈Jc,j∈J
[∆i,j ]
εi[∆j,i]
εj
]
=
[∏
i∈Jc
[a]εi
][∏
j∈J
[b]εj
][ ∏
i∈Jc,j∈J
[−1]εj [∆i,j ]εi+εj
]
=
[∏
i∈Jc
[a]εi
][∏
j∈J
[b]εj
][ ∏
i∈Jc,j∈J
[∆i,j]
εi+εj
]
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and so Condition (1) implies that εi + εj = 0 for every i ∈ Jc, j ∈ J. Since J 6= ∅, I we
may conclude that all the εi’s are equal, and so Condition (2) holds.
(2)⇒ (3). Let us first show that condition (D) is satisfied. Let x = [c][pJ] ∈ G be such
that |J| is even. By (2) we know that if J 6= ∅, I, then the values {[aDJi ]}i∈I are linearly
independent, and so, in particular, the values {cDJi }i∈I are pairwise distinct. On the other
hand, if J ∈ {∅, I} then [cDJi ] is the same for all i ∈ I. Now let x = [c][pJ] be such that
that |J| is even and [cDJi ] ∈ {1, [aDAi ]} for every i ∈ I. If [cDJi ] = 1 for two distinct
i’s then by the above we have J ∈ {∅, I}, in which case either x = [1] or x = [d][pI].
On the other hand, if [cDJi ] = [aD
A
i ] for two distinct i’s then by Remark 3.1.7 we may
apply the above argument to x[a][pA] and deduce that x = [a][pA] or x = [a][pA] · [d][pI].
Hence the only case left to consider is the case where [cDJi ] = 1 for exactly one i and
[cDJi ] = [aD
A
i ] for exactly one i. In this case I must be of size 2, and since [cD
J
i ] is not
constant we know by the above that J cannot be ∅ or I. Fortunately, this case is excluded
thanks to our assumption that |J| is even. We may hence conclude that Condition (D) is
satisfied. It is left to show that Brvert(Y, p) contains only constant classes. But this follows
from the explicit computation of the vertical Brauer group (see Proposition 3.4.6 below)
since {[aDAi ]}i∈I spans a space of dimension |I| − 1.
Lemma 3.1.14 can be be used to offer the following explicit variant of Theorem 3.1.12.
Theorem 3.1.15. Let S0 be a finite set of places of Q containing ∞ and 2. Let I be a
non-empty set of even size and for each i ∈ I let ci, di ∈ ZS0 be coprime elements such
that ∆i,j = cidj − cjdi 6= 0 whenever i 6= j. Let a, b be non-zero S0-integers such that
Condition (1) of Lemma 3.1.14 holds. Let I = A∪B be a partition into even sized subsets
and let Y −→ P1S0 be the pencil of affine conics given by 3.0.2. Assume that for every
place v /∈ S0 such that either |v| < |I| or v|d, there exists a point (tv, sv, xv, yv) ∈ X(Ov)
such that valv(dpI(tv, sv)) ≤ 1. Then Y has an S0-integral point.
Proof of Theorem 3.1.15 assuming Theorem 3.1.12. By Lemma 3.1.14 we know that Con-
dition (D) holds. Let X = (A2S0 \ {(0, 0)})×P1S0 Y. We shall now construct an adelic point
(Pv) = (tv, sv, xv, yv) ∈ X(AS0) satisfying Conditions (1) and (2) of Theorem 3.1.12. By
Lemma 3.1.14 we have Brvert(Y, p)/Br(k) = 0 and hence condition (3) holds automati-
cally.
Since d 6= 0 and the polynomial pI(t, s) is separable the equation z2 = −dpI(t, s)
defines a smooth hyperelliptic C curve over Q. Since pI(t, s) has roots in Q this hyperel-
liptic curves hasQ-points, and henceQv-points for every place v. It follows that C(Qv) is
infinite for every v, and hence we can choose, for every v ∈ S0, elements tv, sv ∈ Qv such
that −dpI(tv, sv) is a non-zero square. We then have that 〈apA(tv, sv), bpB(tv, sv)〉 = 0
and hence the fiber X(tv ,sv) has a Qv-point. Choosing the S0-components of our adelic
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point (Pv) in this way, and using the fact that S0 contains at least two places (∞ and 2),
we may insure that (Pv) will satisfy condition (2) of Theorem 3.1.12.
Let us now choose the components of (Pv) for v /∈ S0. If |v| < |I| or v|d then our
assumptions guarantee the existence of a suitable local point. Now let v /∈ S0 be such
that |v| ≥ |I| and v does not divide d. Then P1(Fv) has more than |I| points and so there
must exist a pair tv, sv ∈ Ov such that valv(apA(tv, sv)) = valv(bpB(tv, sv)) = 0. Since
2 ∈ S0 we have that v is odd and hence 〈apA(tv, sv), bpB(tv, sv)〉 = 0 and the fiberX(tv ,sv)
has an Ov-point. Furthermore, by construction the tv, sv coordinates of this point satisfy
valv(dpI(tv, sv)) = 0.
Finally, when |I| ≤ 4, an additional simplification is possible.
Theorem 3.1.16. Let S0 be a finite set of places of Q containing ∞ and 2. Let I be a
non-empty set of even size ≤ 4 and for each i ∈ I let ci, di ∈ ZS0 be coprime elements
such that∆i,j = cidj − cjdi 6= 0 whenever i 6= j. Let a, b be square-free S0-integers such
that Condition (1) of Lemma 3.1.14 holds. Let I = A ∪ B be a partition into even sized
subsets and let Y −→ P1S0 be the pencil of affine conics given by 3.0.2. Assume that d is
not divisible by any prime in {3, 5}∩(Ωk \S0). If Y contains an Ov-point for every v /∈ S0
which divides d then Y contains an S0-integral point.
Proof of Theorem 3.1.16 assuming Theorem 3.1.15. Assume that Y has an S0-integral adelic
point. We need to show that the assumptions of Theorem 3.1.15 are satisfied. First let
v /∈ S0 be a place such that v|d. Since d = ab is square-free we have either v|a or v|b.
Without loss of generality we may assume that v|a and v 6 |b. Note that by our assumption
|v| > 5. Now consider the (possibly singular) curve C over Fv given by the hyperellliptic
equation bpB(t, s) = u
2. Since a reduces to 0 mod v we see that the Fv-points of Y are in
bijection with the subset of Fv-point of C for which u 6= 0. We note that our assumptions
imply that Y contains Fv-points. Our goal now is to show that Y contains an Fv-point
(t, s, x, y) such that pI(t, s) 6= 0 ∈ Fv. This, in turn, would imply that Y(Ov) contains a
point (tv, sv, xv, yv) such that valv dpI(t, s) = 1, since all Fv-point of Y are smooth, and
the map Y −→ P1v is smooth over Ov (see Remark 3.1.1). Let us consider the possible
cases:
(1) If A = ∅ and B = I then pI(t, s) = pB(t, s) and since v|a any Fv-point (t, s, x, y) of
Y will necessarily satisfy pB(t, s) 6= 0.
(2) If A = I and B = ∅ then b must be a square at Fv (since Y has an Fv-point) and
Y(t:s)(Fv) 6= ∅ for any (t : s) ∈ P1(Fv). In this case we just need to show that there
exist t, s ∈ Fv such that pI(t, s) 6= 0, which follows from the fact that |v| ≥ |I|.
(3) If A 6= ∅ and B 6= ∅ then necessarily |I| = 4 and |A| = |B| = 2. Let us consider
two sub-cases. If pB is separable, then the curve C is a smooth conic, and hence
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has at least |v| + 1 > 6 points. It then must have point (t, s, u) ∈ C(Fv) such that
pI(t, s) 6= 0 (and automatically u 6= 0). If pB is not separable then the value bpB(t, s)
is either always a square or always a non-square. Since Y has an Fv-point it follows
that bpB(t, s) is always a square, and so Y(t:s)(Fv) 6= ∅ for every (t : s) ∈ P1(Fv). In
this case we just need to show that there exist t, s ∈ Fv such that pI(t, s) 6= 0, which
follows from the fact that |v| ≥ |I|.
It is left to show that if v /∈ S0 is such that |v| ≤ |I| then Y(Ov) contains a point
(tv, sv, xv, yv) such that valv dpI(t, s) = 1. Since |I| ≤ 4 and 2 ∈ S0 the only pos-
sible prime is v = 3, and we may assume that |I| = 4. By our assumption 3 does
not divide d. Let us now consider two possible cases. If pI does not reduce to a mul-
tiple of ts(t − s)(t + s) mod 3 then there exist t3, s3 ∈ F3 such that pI(t3, s3) 6= 0.
We may consequently find t3, s3 ∈ O3 such that valv dpI(t3, s3) = 0, in which case
〈apA(t, s), bpB(t, s)〉 = 0 and Y(t3:s3)(Ov) 6= ∅. Now assume that pI does reduce to a
multiple of ts(t − s)(t + s). Checking all possibilities it is not hard to verify that in this
case there must be t3, s3 ∈ F3 such that, say, pA(t3, s3) = 0 while bpB(t3, s3) = 1 (this
is essentially because the cross-ratio of the four distinct points in P1(F3) is −1). Since
pB is separable (being a divisor of pI) we may find t3, s3 ∈ O3, reducing to t3, s3 mod
3, and such that val3 pB(t3, s3) = 1. We now have that bpB(t3, s3) ∈ (O∗3)2 and hence
Y(t3:s3)(O3) 6= ∅.
The following sections are dedicated to the proof of Theorem 3.1.12.
3.2 An outline of the proof
Our goal in this section is to give an outline of the suggested adaptation of Swinnerton-
Dyer’s descent-fibration method in order to prove Theorem 3.1.12. For technical reasons
it will be convenient to work most of the time on X, rather than Y. We note of course that
an S0-integral point on X yields one on Y. In fact, finding an S0-integral point on X is an
equivalent problem, see Remark 3.1.2.
(1) Given a set of places T containing S0 (as well as other places of special behavior), we
will use the term partial adelic point over T to mean a collection of local points of
the form
(Pv)v∈T ∈
∏
v∈S0
X(Ov)×
∏
v∈T \ S0
X(kv).
We will typically denote a partial adelic point indexed on T by PT . The first step in
the proof consists in identifying a particular type of partial adelic points whose values
at the bad primes is well-behaved (see Definition 3.5.2), and then showing that, under
the assumptions of Theorem 3.1.12 such suitable adelic points are in sufficient supply.
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(2) Given a suitable adelic point PT = (Pv)v∈T as above, we begin by finding an S0-
integral point (t0, s0) onA
2\{(0, 0)}which is sufficiently close to the image of Pv for
v ∈ T and such that the fiber X(t0,s0) ∼= Y(t0:s0) contains an S0-integral adelic point.
As in some of the other applications of the descent-fibration method, it is convenient
to define the notion of a T -admissible pair to be a pair of S-integral coordinates
(t0, s0) satisfying the above conditions and such that for each i ∈ I, the element
pi(t0, s0) is prime in ZS , i.e., a product of a prime number and an S-unit. We will
denote by ui the place corresponding to the unique prime outside S dividing pi(t0, s0)
(see Definition 3.6.2 for the precise formulation).
In general, this step of the argument, which is taken up in §3.6, is very similar to clas-
sical applications of the fibration method for conic bundles, and requires almost no
modification to accommodate the integral points setting. To obtain unconditional re-
sults, we replace Schinzel’s hypothesis by a theorem of Green-Tao-Ziegler (see §3.3),
which is applicable since we have assumed that the bad fibers of the pencil lie above
rational points. We note that these issues are not especially related to integral points:
the case of the fibration method where all the bad fibers are defined over Q can be
done unconditionally in the context of rational points as well, see [21, §9].
(3) Given a T -admissible pair (t, s) we may now apply the machinery of §2.2 to study
the fiber
X(t,s) : apA(t, s)x
2 + bpB(t, s)y
2 = 1
as a torsor over the group scheme
T(t,s) : x
2 + dpI(t, s)y
2 = 1.
We denote T (t, s) = T ∪ {ui}i∈I , and note that the fiber X(t,s) has good reduction
outside T (t, s). Our goal is to be in a position to apply Corollary 2.3.2 to X(t,s). For
this, we need to know that the dual Selmer group of T(t,s), as defined in §2.2, is as
small as possible, i.e., generated by the class [−dpI(t, s)].
(4) Having control over the dual Selmer group of T(t,s) is a bit tricky in our case, since
this group depends on certain features of t and s that cannot be predicted while gen-
erating (t, s) using the fibration method together with the Green-Tao-Ziegler theo-
rem. To accommodate for this issue, we consider suitable variants of the Selmer and
dual Selmer groups, callerd the strict Selmer group and the weak dual Selmer group
(see §2.4). These variants are constructed in such a way that the weak dual Selmer
group always contains the dual Selmer group (while the strict Selmer group is always
contained in the Selmer group). The key property of interest these variants share is
that when applied to T(t,s) for a T -admissible pair (t, s), they turn out to depend only
on the associated partial adelic point PT .
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To better exploit this observation it will be convenient to write the strict Selmer group
and weak dual Selmer group of T(t,s) in a way that does not depend explicitly on the
T -admissible pair (t, s). This is part of a general technique which appears in many
applications of the descent-fibration method. In our current adaptation we do this by
considering certain subgroups JT , JT ⊆ G, which depends only on the choice of T .
For any suitable partial adelic point PT and a T -admissible pair (t, s), evaluation at
(t, s) induces isomorphisms JT ∼= IT (t,s) and JT ∼= IT (t,s). We may then identify
the strict Selmer group as a subgroup QPT ⊆ JT and the weak dual Selmer group
as a subgroup Q̂PT ⊆ JT . §3.7 is devoted to showing that these subgroups indeed
depend only on PT . Having established this, the goal of this step in our adaptation
of the descent-fibration method can be phrase as follows: we wish to find a subset T
containing S0 and a suitable partial adelic point PT such that the weak dual Selmer
group Q̂PT ⊆ JT is generated by the class [−d][pI] ∈ JT .
(5) Starting from a given T and PT = (Pv)v∈T such that the associated weak dual Selmer
group Q̂PT ⊆ JT contains a non-zero element x = [c][pJ] 6= [−d][pI], we wish to
find a place w /∈ T and a local point Pw ∈ X(Zw) such that the weak dual Selmer
group associated to the suitable adelic point PTw = (Pv)v∈(T∪{w}) is contained in Q̂PT
and does not contain x. We note that by Remark 2.4.3 the ranks of QPT and Q̂PT are
related by the formula
dim2 QPT = dim2 Q̂PT + Ssplit − 1
where Ssplit ⊆ S0 denotes the subset of those places v ∈ S0 for which −dpI(tv, sv) is
a square in kv, and so reducing Q̂PT means reducing QPT at the same time. It turns out
to be convenient to make this link explicit. We recall that by our assumptions there are
at least two places v1∞, v
2
∞ in Ssplit and so in particular dim2 QPT > dim2 Q̂PT . We may
hence conclude that there exists a x′ = [c′][pJ′] ∈ QPT such that x′ does not belong
to the group generated by [a][pA] and [d][pI]. After possibly replacing x by [−d][pI]x
and x′ by [d][pI]x′ we may assume that J ∪ J′ ( I and choose an element ix ∈ I
which is not contained in either J or J′. To fix ideas assume i ∈ B. Using Condition
(D) above and Chebotarev’s density theorem one can show that there exists a place w
and a pair tw, sw ∈ Zw such that pix(tw, sw) ∈ Zw is a uniformizer, apA(tw, sw) ∈ Z∗w
is a square and cpJ(tw, sw), c
′pJ′(tw, sw) ∈ Z∗w are non-square units. This means in
particular that X(tw ,sw)(Zw) 6= ∅, and so we may extend our suitable partial adelic
point PT to a suitable partial adelic point PTw = (Pv)v∈Tw , where Tw := T ∪ {w}.
The condition that cpJ(tw, sw) is a non-square at w implies that x /∈ Q̂PTw . The heart
of the proof, which is carried out in §3.8, consists in showing that
Q̂PTw ⊆ Q̂PT ,
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and since Q̂PTw does not contain x it must be strictly smaller, as desired. This step
uses in a crucial way the fact that c′pJ′(tw, sw) ∈ Z∗w is not a square, via a suitable
arithmetic duality argument.
3.3 A Theorem of Green, Tao and Ziegler
In a series of papers by Green-Tao and Green-Tao-Ziegler, the finite complexity case of the
Hardy-Littlewood conjecture was proven (see [14, Corollary 1.9] for an exact statement).
The theorem below is a fairly straightforward consequence of that result, and will be used
in this paper in place of Schinzel’s hypothesis.
Theorem 3.3.1 (Green, Tao, Ziegler). Let S be a finite set of places of Q containing the
real place. Let r be a positive number and let fi(t, s) for i = 1, .., r be pairwise non-
proportional linear forms with coefficients in ZS . Assume that for every v /∈ S there exists
a pair (tv, sv) ∈ Z2v such that
∏
i fi(tv, sv) ∈ Z∗v.
Suppose that we are given pairs (λv, µv) ∈ Q2v for every v ∈ S. Then there exist
infinitely many pairs (λ, µ) ∈ Z2S such that
(1) (λ, µ) is arbitrarily close to (λv, µv) in the v-adic topology for v ∈ S \ {∞}.
(2) (λ : µ) is arbitrarily close to (λ∞ : µ∞) in the real topology (on P1(R)) and λλv +
µµv > 0.
(3) For i = 1, . . . , r we have fi(λ, µ) = piui such that ui ∈ Z∗S and p1, . . . , pr are distinct
primes outside S.
Proof. Since Q2 is dense inside R2 it is enough to prove the claim under the additional
assumption that t∞, s∞ ∈ Q. Let T : Q2 −→ Q2 be an invertible linear transformation
sending (tv, sv) to (1, 0). Let S
′ be a finite set of places containing S such that all the
coefficients of T are S ′-integers, the determinant of T is an S ′-unit and fi(t∞, s∞) is an
S ′-unit for every i = 1, ..., r. By our assumptions we may find, for each v ∈ S ′ \ S, a pair
tv, sv ∈ Zv such that
∏
i fi(tv, sv) ∈ Z∗v. Setting (λv, µv) = (tv, sv) for such v ∈ S ′ \ S
it will now suffice to prove the theorem for S ′ instead of S. Since T induces an invertible
ZS′-linear transformation Z
2
S′ −→ Z2S′ we may perform a variable change and replace
each (tv, sv) by (t
′
v, s
′
v) = T (tv, sv) and each fi by f
′
i = fi ◦ T−1. In particular, we have
(t′∞, s
′
∞) = (1, 0). Since f
′
i(1, 0) = fi(t∞, s∞) is an S
′-unit we may furthermore divide
each f ′i by f
′
i(1, 0), resulting in a linear form t − eis for some S ′-integer ei. We are now
in a position to apply [20, Proposition 1.2], itself a direct consequence of the Green-Tao-
Ziegler theorem.
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3.4 The vertical Brauer groups
In this subsection we prove a few useful claims regarding the vertical Brauer groups of
X and Y . Our main results are Propositions 3.4.6 and 3.4.7 below. We begin with a few
preliminaries.
Definition 3.4.1. Let Sbad ⊆ ΩQ \ S0 denote the set of places outside S0 for which either
v|∆i,j for some i 6= j, or v|d, or v is the prime 2, or valv(pI(tv, sv)) > 0 for every
tv, sv ∈ Zv .
Lemma 3.4.2. Let v /∈ S0 ∪ Sbad be a place, tv, sv ∈ Zv elements such that at least
one of tv, sv is a unit and i ∈ I an element such that valv(pi(tv, sv)) > 0. Then the fiber
X(tv ,sv)(Zv) is non-empty if and only if aD
A
i is a square at v.
Proof. By our assumptions on tv, sv there exists a unit u ∈ Z∗v such that (tv, sv) =
(udi,−uci) mod the maximal ideal mv ⊆ Zv. Let us first assume that i ∈ A. Then by
Definition 3.1.4 we have
aDAi = bpB(di,−ci)
and so bpB(tv, sv) = |u||B|aDAi ∈ Z∗v. On the other hand, since i ∈ Awe have apA(tv, sv) =
0 mod mv and by Hensel’s lemma we get that X(Zv) 6= 0 if and only if bpB(tv, sv) ∈ Z∗v
is a square. The desired result now follows from the fact that |B| is even. The case where
i /∈ A is completely analogous.
Definition 3.4.3. For each i ∈ I let
Ai
def
=
〈
aDAi , pi(t, s)
〉 ∈ Br(k(X))
be the corresponding Brauer element.
Lemma 3.4.4. The class Ai is Definition 3.4.3 belongs to Br(X) ⊆ Br(k(X)).
Proof. Let Zi ⊆ X denote the vanishing locus of pi. Since aDAi is a constant we see that
Ai is unramified outside Zi and that its residue at D is given by the image of the class
[aDAi ] ∈ H1(k,Z/2) inH1(Zi,Z/2). Recall thatX is determined inside (A2k \{(0, 0)})×
A2k by the equation
apA(t, s)x
2 + bpB(t, s)y
2 = 1
If i ∈ B then pB vanishes on Zi and apA|Zi is a square in k[Zi]. On the other hand, in this
case aDAi = apA(di,−ci) (see Definition 3.1.4) coincides with the value of apA on a point
of Zi hence [aD
A
i ] vanishes in H
1(Zi,Z/2). Similarly, if i ∈ A then bpB|Zi is a square
in k[Zi] and aD
A
i = a
bpB(di,−ci) by Definition 3.1.4, and so again [aDAi ] vanishes in
H1(Zi,Z/2).
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Lemma 3.4.5. Let v /∈ S0 ∪Sbad be a place ofQ. Then for each i ∈ I the Brauer element
Ai pairs trivially with every point of X(Zv).
Proof. Let v /∈ S0 ∪ Sbad be a place and Pv = (tv, sv, xv, yv) ∈ X(Zv) a local point.
Since the element aDAi is a v-unit we see that Ai(Pv) is non-trivial if and only if aD
A
i is
a non-square and pi(t, s) has an odd (and hence positive) valuation. But this is impossible
in light of Lemma 3.4.2 once the fiber X(tv ,sv) has an Zv-point.
We are now ready to prove two key results concerning the vertical Brauer groups ofX
and Y .
Proposition 3.4.6.
(1) The natural map Brvert(Y, p) −→ Brvert(X, π) is an isomorphism.
(2) The group Brvert(X, π)/Br(k) is generated by the classes of the elements
∑
i∈I εiAi
such that
∏
i∈I
(
aDAi
)εi
is a square.
(3) The class of
∑
i∈IAi in Br
vert(X, π)/Br(k) is trivial.
Proof. Let us begin with Claim (1). Let A be a class in Brvert(X) and let A′ ∈ Br(k(P1))
be a class such that π∗A′ = A. Since q : X −→ Y is a Gm-torsor all its fibers are
geometrically irreducible and hence for every codimension 1 point P ∈ Y the map q∗ :
H1(k(P ),Q/Z) −→ H1(k(XP ),Q/Z) is injective. It follows that p∗A′ ∈ Br(k(Y ))must
be unramified along any codimension 1 point P ∈ Y . In particular, p∗A′ ∈ Brvert(Y )
and maps to A in Brvert(X), which means that the map Brvert(Y, p) −→ Brvert(X, π)
is surjective. To show that it is also injective consider the generic point Q ∈ Y . Since
X is a Gm-torsor over Y it follows that the generic fiber XQ has a point defined over
k(Q). This implies that the map Br(k(Q)) −→ Br(XQ) is injective and hence the map
Brvert(Y, p) −→ Brvert(X, π) is injective as well.
Let us now prove Claim (2). Recall the projective conic bundle p : Y −→ P1k. Since el-
ements in π∗ Br(k(P1k)) cannot ramify along Y \Y it follows that the mapBrvert(Y , p) −→
Brvert(Y, p) is an isomorphism. Since p : Y −→ P1k is a conic bundle the computation of
Brvert(Y, p) is standard (see [29, §7]). For each i ∈ I let Pi ∈ P1 be the closed point given
by pi = 0. Then the bad fibers of Y are exactly the Pi’s, and for each Pi the fiber Y Pi splits
in the quadratic extension Q
(√
aDAi
)
(but not in Q). It follows that if B ∈ Br(k(P1))
is a Brauer element then p∗
Y
(B) ∈ Br(k(Y )) is unramified along Y if and only if the
element B is unramified outside {Pi}i∈I and for each i we have
res(B)|Pi = εi[aDAi ] ∈ H1(Q,Z/2)
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with εi ∈ {0, 1}. By Faddeev’s exact sequence such elements exist if and only if
∏
i
(
aDAi
)εi
is a square. Furthermore, if {εi}i∈I satisfies this condition then it is straightforward to
check that the Brauer element
B =
∑
i
εi
〈
aDAi , pi (t/s, 1)
〉 ∈ Br(k(P1))
has the desired residues. Claim (2) now follows directly.
It is left to prove Claim (3). By comparing residues and using Fadeev’s exact sequence
we may deduce the existence of an element B ∈ Br(k) such that∑
i
〈
aDAi , pi(t/s, 1)
〉
= 〈apA(t/s, 1), bpB(t/s, 1)〉+B ∈ Br(k(P1)).
Since π∗ 〈apA(t/s, 1), bpB(t/s, 1)〉 = 0 ∈ Br(k(X)) by equation 3.0.2 the desired result
follows.
Let T be a finite set of places containing S0. By a partial adelic point (Pv)v∈T =
(tv, sv, xv, yv)v∈T on X we will mean a point in the product
(Pv)v∈T ∈
∏
v∈S0
X(Qv)×
∏
v∈T\S0
X(Zv).
We will usually denote a partial adelic point indexed on T by PT .
Proposition 3.4.7. Let PT = (tv, sv, xv, yv)v∈T be a partial adelic point on X which is
orthogonal to all Brauer elements of the form B =
∑
i niAi such that B ∈ Brvert(X, π).
Then there exists an element q ∈ Q∗ which is a unit at every place v ∈ T and such that
the partial adelic point (qtv, qsv, q
−nxv, q−myv) is orthogonal to Ai for every i ∈ I.
Proof. For each i ∈ I let us set
bi =
∑
v∈T
Ai(Pv) =
∑
v∈T
〈
aDAi , pi(tv, sv)
〉
v
∈ Z/2.
By our assumptions and Proposition 3.4.6 we know that whenever {ni}i∈I are such that∏
i
(
aDAi
)ni
is a square, the corresponding sum
∑
i nibi ∈ Z/2 vanishes. By Chebotarev’s
theorem there exists a place w /∈ T such that aDAi is a square at w if and only if bi = 0.
Let q be a prime which is a uniformizer at w (and so, in particular, q is a unit at every
place of T ). By quadratic reciprocity we then have∑
v∈T
〈
aDAi , q
〉
v
=
〈
aDAi , q
〉
w
= bi
and hence by construction the partial adelic point (qtv, qsv, q
−nxv, q−myv)v∈T is orthogo-
nal to Ai for every i ∈ I.
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3.5 Suitable adelic points
Construction 3.5.1. For each x = [c][pJ] ∈ Gi \ GD, let us fix an i 6= ix ∈ I such that[
cDJix
]
/∈ {1, [aDAix]}. By Chebotarev’s theorem we may then find a place vx /∈ S0∪Sbad
such that aDAix is a square at vx and yet cD
J
ix
is a non-square at vx. Let tx, sx ∈ Zvx be such
that pix(tx, sx) is a uniformizer. By Lemma 3.4.2 the fiber X(tx,sx) contains an Zvx-point.
Choosing for each i and each x ∈ Gi \ GD a place vx as above we obtain a finite set of
places which we denote SD.
Let us now fix our set of distinguished primes to be S = S0 ∪ Sbad ∪ SD.
Definition 3.5.2. Let T be a finite set of places containing S. We will say that a partial
adelic point PT = (Pv)v∈T is suitable if the following conditions hold
(1) dpI(tv, sv) 6= 0 for every v ∈ T .
(2) valv(dpI(tv, sv) ≤ 1 for every v ∈ T \ S0.
(3) If 2 ∈ T \ S0 then val2(dpI(tv, sv) = 1.
(4) There exist two places v1∞, v
2
∞ ∈ S0 such that −dpI(tv, sv) ∈ Q∗v is a square for
v ∈ {v1∞, v2∞}.
(5)
∑
v Ai(Pv) = 0 for every i ∈ I (see Definition 3.4.3).
(6) For every vx ∈ SD the point Pv ∈ X(Zv) lies above the point (tx, sx) ∈ A2(Zvx) of
Construction 3.5.1.
Definition 3.5.3. Let T be a finite set of places containingS and let (Pv)v∈T = (tv, sv, xv, yv)v∈T
be a suitable partial adelic point on X. We will denote by T0 ⊆ T the set of places which
are either in S0, or for which valv(dpI(tv, sv)) = 1.
Remark 3.5.4. Let T be a finite set of places containing S and let PT = (tv, sv, xv, yv)v∈T
be a suitable partial adelic point on X. By Property (3) of Definition 3.5.2 we see that T0
always contains the prime 2.
Proposition 3.5.5. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1.12, for every finite set of places
T containing S there exists a suitable partial adelic point PT on X indexed by T .
Proof. The assumptions of Theorem 3.1.12 provide an adelic point satisfying properties
(2)-(4) of Definition 3.5.2. A small deformation can be made to guarantee property (1)
and Proposition 3.4.7 can be used to provide (5). Finally, property (6) can be achieved
without disrupting (5) in light of Lemma 3.4.5.
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3.6 Fibers with points everywhere locally
Definition 3.6.1. Given an element x ∈ Q∗ we will denote by [x]v ∈ Q∗v/(Q∗v)2 the
equivalence class of the image of x in Q∗v.
Definition 3.6.2. Given a set of places T containing S, and a suitable partial adelic point
PT = (tv, sv, xv, yv)v∈T on X, we will say that a pair (t, s) ∈ Z2S0 is T -admissible with
respect to PT if
(1) [pi(t, s)]v = [pi(tv, sv)]v ∈ Q∗v/(Q∗v)2 for every v ∈ T .
(2) For each i ∈ I, pi(t, s) is a unit outside T except at exactly one place ui where
valui(pi(t, s)) = 1.
(3) The fiber X(t,s) has an S0-integral adelic point.
We will often omit an explicit reference to the partial adelic point PT when it is clear in
the context.
Definition 3.6.3. Given a T -admissible pair (t, s)we will denote by T (t, s) = T ∪{ui}i∈I
and by T0(t, s) = T0 ∪ {ui}i∈I (see Definition 3.5.3). We will denote by T(t,s) the group
scheme over ZT0(t,s) given by the equation
x2 + dpI(t, s)y
2 = 1
Remark 3.6.4. Keeping the notation of Definition 3.6.3, we note the fiber X(t,s) can be
identified with the scheme ZS0-scheme Z
apA(t,s)
0 studied in §2. If we extend our scalars
from ZS0 to ZT0(t,s) then we may consider X(t,s) as a torsor under the algebraic torus T(t,s).
Since (Pv)v∈T is suitable it follows that the element−dpI(t, s) satisfies Assumption 2.1.1.
Proposition 2.3.1 now implies that X(t,s) has an S0-integral point if and only if it has a
T0(t, s)-integral point.
The following proposition ensures the existence of sufficient supply of T -admissible
pairs. It can be considered as an instance of the fibration method.
Proposition 3.6.5. Let T be a finite set of places containingS and letPT = (tv, sv, xv, yv)v∈T
be a suitable partial adelic point on X. Then there exists an T -admissible pair (t, s) with
respect to PT .
Proof. Applying the Theorem 3.3.1 we may find a pair (t, s) ∈ Z2T and places ui for
i ∈ I satisfying conditions (1)-(2) of Definition 3.6.2. By the inverse function theorem
the fiber X(t,s) has an Zv-point for every v ∈ T . It also clearly has an Zv-point for every
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v /∈ T ∪ {ui}i∈I. Now fix an i ∈ I. By quadratic reciprocity and using Property (5) of
Definition 3.5.2 we get that〈
aDAi , pi(t, s)
〉
ui
=
∑
v∈T
〈
aDAi , pi(tv, sv)
〉
v
= 0.
Since pi(t, s) is a uniformizer at ui and aD
A
i , is a unit at ui it follows that aD
A
i is a square
at ui and so the fiber X(t,s) has an Zui-point by Lemma 3.4.2.
3.7 The Selmer groups of admissible fibers
Let T be a finite set of places of Q containing S and let PT := (Pv)v∈T be a suitable
partial adelic point. Given a T -admissible pair (t, s), we wish to control the associated
Selmer group Sel(T(t,s), T0(t, s)) and dual Selmer group Sel(T̂(t,s), T0(t, s)) of the group
scheme T(t,s) with respect to the set of places T0(t, s). This turns out to be difficult to
achieve directly. The problem is that this group depends on the various Hilbert sym-
bols 〈pj(t, s), pi(t, s)〉ui , which we cannot fully control when generating our T -admissible
pairs via Proposition 3.6.5. To overcome this difficulty we will replace the Selmer group
with the strict Selmer group and the dual Selmer group with the weak dual Selmer
group (see §2.4). It turns out that these variants are in fact independent of the specific
T -admissible pair we choose, and only depend on the original suitable adelic point PT
(see Corollary 3.7.7 below).
Definition 3.7.1. Let T be a finite set of places of Q containing S. We will denote by
JT ⊆ G (resp. JT ⊆ G) the subgroup generated by IT (resp. IT ) and the symbols [pi]
(see §2.2 and §3.1 for the notation of IT and G respectively). For a T -admissible pair
(t, s), we will denote by ev(t,s) : JT −→ IT (t,s) the natural map obtained by sending
[pi] to [pi(t, s)]. We similarly define the evaluation map ev
(t,s) : JT −→ IT (t,s). By our
assumptions on T the maps ev(t,s) and ev
(t,s) are isomorphisms of F2-vector spaces.
Let is recall the notation used in §2.2. For each place v of Q, let Vv and V v denote two
copies of H1(Qv,Z/2) ∼= Q∗v/(Q∗v)2, considered as F2-vector spaces and let W v(t, s) ⊆
V v be the subspace defining the dual Selmer condition at v for the ZT0(t,s)-group scheme
T(t,s). More explicitly, if v ∈ T0(t, s) thenW v(t, s) is the subspace generated by the class
[−dpI(t, s)], and if v /∈ T0(t, s) thenW v(t, s) is the image of Z∗v/(Z∗v)2 inside V v. In both
cases, the subspaceWv(t, s) ⊆ Vv defining the Selmer condition of T(t,s) at v is given by
the orthogonal complement ofW v(t, s) with respect to the Hilbert symbol pairing.
Definition 3.7.2. We will denote by QPT ⊆ JT the inverse image of the strict Selmer
group Sel−(T(t,s), T0(t, s), {ui}i∈I) via ev(t,s) and by Q̂PT ⊆ JT the inverse image of the
weak dual Selmer group Sel+(T̂(t,s), T0(t, s), {ui}i∈I) via ev(t,s) (see §2.4). We note that
QPT
∼= Sel−(T(t,s), T0(t, s), {ui}i∈I)
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and
Q̂PT
∼= Sel+(T̂(t,s), T0(t, s), {ui}i∈I).
Remark 3.7.3. The notation in Definition 3.7.2 may appear abusive, since QPT and Q̂PT
depend, a-priori, on the choice of T -admissible pair (t, s), and not just on PT . However,
we will below that the dependence on (t, s) is vacuous, and the subgroup QPt and Q̂Pt
depend, in fact, only on the suitable partial adelic point PT (see Corollary 3.7.7).
Remark 3.7.4. By the definition of T -admissible pair we have [pi(t, s)]v = [pi(tv, sv)]v ∈
Q∗v/(Q
∗
v)
2 for every v ∈ T , and so for such v the groups Wv(t, s) and W v(t, s) do not
depend on the choice of the T -admissible pair (t, s).
The next lemma identifies the exact dependency of Wv(t, s) and W
v(t, s) on t, s for
places of a certain type (that which includes in particular, the places {ui}i∈I associated to
(t, s)).
Lemma 3.7.5. Let T be a finite set of places of Q containing S, let PT = {Pv}v∈T be
a suitable partial adelic point and let (t, s) be a T -admissible pair with respect to PT .
Let i ∈ I be an element and let v ∈ T0(t, s), v /∈ S0 ∪ Sbad be an odd place such
that (t, s) = (rdi,−rci) mod the maximal ideal mv ⊆ Zv for some r ∈ Z∗v . Then for
x = [c][pJ] ∈ JT we have
[cu|J|DJi ]v =
{
[ev(t,s)(x)]v i /∈ J
[ev(t,s)(x[d][pI])]v i ∈ J
and ev(t,s)(x) ∈ Wv(t, s) if and only if [cr|J|DJi ]v = 0. Similarly, for x = [c][pJ] ∈ JT we
have
[cr|J|D̂Ji ]v =
{
[ev(t,s)(x)]v i /∈ J
[ev(t,s)(x[−d][pI])]v i ∈ J
and ev(t,s)(x) ∈ W v(t, s) if and only if [cr|J|D̂Ji ]v = 0.
Proof. Since v /∈ S0 ∪ Sbad we have
valv(pj(t, s)) = valv pj(di,−ci) = valv di,j = 0
for every j 6= i, while by our assumptions we have valv(pi(t, s)) > 0. Since PT is
suitable and (t, s) is T -admissible we have valv dpI(t, s) ≤ 1 and hence valv pi(t, s) =
valv dpI(t, s) = 1. It follows that the v-valuation of ev(t,s)(x) is 1 if i ∈ J and 0 otherwise.
Now W v(t, s) ⊆ V v is the subgroup generated by [−dpI(t, s)]v and since v is odd we
get that Wv(t, s) ⊆ Vv is the subgroup generated by [dpI(t, s)]v. The claim now follows
directly from the definitions of DJi and D̂
J
i (see Definition 3.1.4).
The following lemma gives a convenient characterization of elements in the weak dual
Selmer group Q̂PT .
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Lemma 3.7.6. Let T be a finite set of places containing S and (t, s) a T -admissible pair
with associated places {ui}i∈I. For each i ∈ I, let ri ∈ Z∗ui be such that (t, s) reduces to
(ridi,−rici) mod ui (such an ri exists since pi(t, s) = cit + dis is a uniformizer in Zv).
Let x = [c][pJ] ∈ JT be an element. Then x belongs to Q̂PT if and only if the following
holds:
(1) For every v ∈ T the element ev(t,s)(x) belongs toW v(t, s).
(2) There exists a b ∈ Z/2 such that for every i ∈ J we have〈
pi(t, s), cr
|J|
i D̂
J
i
〉
ui
= b
Proof. Let T ′ = T (t, s) and let α = ev(t,s)(x) ∈ IT ′ . Recall that T ′ \ T = {ui}i∈I. By
Remark 2.4.2 we see that α belongs to
Sel+(T̂(t,s), T0(t, s), {ui}i∈I)
if and only if for every (xv)v∈T ′ ∈ ⊕v∈T ′Wv(t, s) such that
∑
v∈T ′\T valv xv is even one
has ∑
v∈T ′
〈xv, α〉v = 0.
Since eachWv(t, s) is at most 1-dimensional, and since for every v ∈ T ′ \T the generator
ofWv(t, s) has odd valuation, a simple linear algebra argument shows that this condition
can be equivalently stated as follows. For each v ∈ T ′ let xv ∈ Wv(t, s) be a generator.
Then α belongs to the weak dual Selmer group if and only if there exists a b ∈ Z/2 such
that
〈xv, α〉v =
{
0 v ∈ T
b v ∈ T ′ \ T .
By construction we may take xv = [dpI(t, s)]v for every v ∈ T ′ \ T . Now recall that
valui(pi(t, s)) = valui(dpI(t, s)) = 1 and valui(α) = valui(cpJ(t, s)) is 1 if i ∈ J and 0
otherwise. It follows that for every i ∈ Jc we have 〈dpI(t, s), α〉ui = 〈pi(t, s), α〉ui and
for every i ∈ J we have
〈dpI(t, s), α)〉ui = 〈dpI(t, s), α(−dpI(t, s))〉ui =
〈
dpI(t, s), ev
(t,s)(x[−d][pI])
〉
ui
.
The desired result is now an immediate consequence.
Corollary 3.7.7. The subgroups QPT ⊆ JT and Q̂Pt ⊆ JT do not depend on (t, s), but
only on PT . In particular, the strong Selmer group and weak dual Selmer group of T(t,s)
is essentially independent of (t, s), as long as (t, s) is a T -admissible pair with respect to
PT .
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Proof. We will prove the claim for QPT . The proof for Q̂PT is completely analogous.
Let (t0, s0) and (t1, s1) be two T -admissible pairs with respect to PT with associated
places {u0i }i∈I and {u1i }i∈I respectively. For i ∈ I let r0i , r1i ∈ Z∗v be such that such that
(t0, s0) reduces to (r
0
i di,−r0i ci) mod u0i , and similarly for r1i . In light of Lemma 3.7.6
and Remark 3.7.4 it will suffice to show that a given element x = [c][pJ] ∈ JT satisfies
Condition (2) of Lemma 3.7.6 with respect to (t0, s0) if and only if it satisfies it with
respect to (t1, s1). By Lemma 3.7.5 this assertion holds as soon as |J| as even. It will
hence suffice to prove the claim for a single x with |J| odd. In particular, we may assume
that J = {j} for some j ∈ I and c = 1. Unwinding the definitions, what we need to show
in this case is simply that the element
〈
pi(t0, s0), r
0
iD
j
i
〉
u0i
+
〈
pi(t1, s1), r
1
iD
j
i
〉
u1i
∈ Z/2 is
independent of i. We first claim that〈
pi(t0, s0), r
0
iD
j
i
〉
u0i
+
〈
pi(t1, s1), r
1
iD
j
i
〉
u1i
=
〈
r0jD
i
j , pj(t0, s0)
〉
u0j
+
〈
r1jD
i
j, pj(t1, s1)
〉
u1j
.
(3.7.1)
Since (3.7.1) clearly holds when i = j we may assume that i 6= j. Quadratic reciprocity
now gives〈
pi(t0, s0), r
0
iD
j
i
〉
u0i
+
〈
pi(t1, s1), r
1
iD
j
i
〉
u1i
= 〈pi(t0, s0), pj(t0, s0)〉u0i+〈pi(t1, s1), pj(t1, s1)〉u1i =
〈pi(t0, s0), pj(t0, s0)〉u0j+〈pi(t1, s1), pj(t1, s1)〉u1j+
∑
v∈T0
[〈pi(t0, s0), pj(t0, s0)〉v + 〈pi(t1, s1), pj(t1, s1)〉v] =
〈pi(t0, s0), pj(t0, s0)〉u0j+〈pi(t1, s1), pj(t1, s1)〉u1j =
〈
r0jD
i
j , pj(t0, s0)
〉
u0j
+
〈
r1jD
i
j , pj(t1, s1)
〉
u1j
where the last equality follows from Lemma 3.7.5. It is hence left to show that the last
expression does not depend on i. Using again quadratic reciprocity we get that〈
Dij, pj(t0, s0)
〉
u0j
=
∑
v∈T0
〈
Dij, pj(tv, sv)
〉
=
〈
Dij, pj(t1, s1)
〉
u1j
and hence〈
r0jD
i
j , pj(t0, s0)
〉
u0j
+
〈
r1jD
i
j , pj(t1, s1)
〉
u1j
=
〈
r0j , pj(t0, s0)
〉
u0j
+
〈
r1j , pj(t1, s1)
〉
u1j
is independent of i, as desired.
We finish this section by noting another direct corollary of the above, which will be
useful in the next section.
Corollary 3.7.8. Let T be a finite set of places containing S and let (t, s) be a T -
admissible pair. If an element x = [c][pJ] ∈ Q(t,s) belongs to Gi for some i then x belongs
to GD.
Proof. By the definition of Q(t,s) and the strict Selmer group we have that |J| is even. In
light of Lemma 3.7.5 we see that if x ∈ Gi is an element which is not in GD then ev(t,s)(x)
will fail to satisfy the Selmer condition at the place vx constructed in Construction 3.5.1.
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3.8 Comparing Selmer groups of nearby fibers
Let T be a finite set of places, let PT = (Pv)v∈T be a suitable partial adelic point and
let (t0, s0) be a T -admissible pair with associated places {u0i}i∈I. In §3.7 we saw that the
strict Selmer group and weak dual Selmer group of T(t0,s0) depend only on PT , and can
be expressed as certain subgroups QPT ⊆ JT and Q̂PT ⊆ JT . Our goal in this section is to
understand what happens when one adds to T one additional place w. Let Tw = T ∪ {w}
and let PTw = (Pv)v∈Tw = (xv, yv, tv, sv)v∈Tw be an extension of PT to Tw. We will make
the following assumption:
Assumption 3.8.1. There exists an iw ∈ I for which piw(tw, sw) is a uniformizer.
Remark 3.8.2. Since w /∈ S0 it follows from Assumption 3.8.1 that pi(tw, sw) is a unit in
Zw for every i 6= iw.
Let (t1, s1) be a Tw-admissible pair with respect to PTw with associated places {u1i }i∈I
for i ∈ I. Our goal in this subsection is to be able to compare the weak dual Selmer
groups T(t0,s0) and T(t1,s1), i.e., to compare the subgroups Q̂PT and Q̂PTw of J
T . This will
require some understanding of difference between the strict Selmer groups QPT and QPTw
as well. A comparison of the Selmer conditions for T(t0,s0) and T(t1,s1) is described in
Proposition 3.8.5 below, leading to our main interest which is Proposition 3.8.11, giv-
ing sufficient conditions for the weak dual Selmer group of T(t1,s1) to be strictly smaller
than that of T(t0,s0), i.e., for Q̂PTw to be properly contained in Q̂PT . We begin with a few
preliminary lemmas.
Lemma 3.8.3. There exists an element b ∈ Z/2 such that for every i 6= j ∈ I with i 6= iw
we have
〈pi(t0, s0), pj(t0, s0)〉u0i + 〈pi(t1, s1), pj(t1, s1)〉u1i = b
Proof. If |I| = 2 then the claim holds trivially. We may hence assume that |I| > 2. Let us
set
bi,j
def
= 〈pi(t0, s0), pj(t0, s0)〉u0i + 〈pi(t1, s1), pj(t1, s1)〉u1i
We first observe that if i, j 6= iw then by quadratic reciprocity
〈pi(t0, s0), pj(t0, s0)〉u0i + 〈pi(t0, s0), pj(t0, s0)〉u0j =∑
v∈T
〈pi(t0, s0), pj(t0, s0)〉v =
∑
v∈T
〈pi(t1, s1), pj(t1, s1)〉v =
〈pi(t1, s1), pj(t1, s1)〉u1i + 〈pi(t1, s1), pj(t1, s1)〉u1j
and so bj,i = bi,j whenever i, j 6= iw. We now claim that if i, j, k ∈ I are three distinct
elements such that i 6= iw then bi,j = bi,k. To see this observe that by Lemma 3.7.5 we
have 〈
pi(t0, s0), p{j,k}(t0, s0)
〉
u0i
=
〈
pi(t0, s0), D
{j,k}
i
〉
u0i
=
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∑
v∈T
〈
pi(t0, s0), D
{j,k}
i
〉
v
=
∑
v∈T
〈
pi(t1, s1), D
{j,k}
i
〉
v
=
〈
pi(t1, s1), D
{j,k}
i
〉
u1i
=
〈
pi(t1, s1), p{j,k}(t1, s1)
〉
u1i
.
Applying the equalities bj,i = bi,j and bi,j = bi,k for all distinct triplets i, j, k ∈ I \ {iw}
we may deduce the existence of a b ∈ Z/2 such that bi,j = b for every i 6= j ∈ I \ {iw}.
Finally, to see that bi,iw = b for every i 6= iw we may choose a j ∈ I such that j 6= i, iw
(which is possible since we assumed |I| > 2) and use the equality bi,iw = bi,j = b.
Corollary 3.8.4. Let b ∈ Z/2 be the element constructed in Lemma 3.8.3, let x = [c][pJ] ∈
JT be an element and let i ∈ Jc. When i = iw we assume in addition that cpJ(t1, s1) is a
square at w. Then
〈pi(t0, s0), cpJ(t0, s0)〉u0i + 〈pi(t1, s1), cpJ(t1, s1)〉u1i = b · |J| ∈ Z/2.
Proof. Let us first assume that i 6= iw. Quadratic reciprocity implies that 〈pi(t0, s0), c〉u0i =
〈pi(t1, s1), c〉u1i and hence by Lemma 3.8.3 we have
〈pi(t0, s0), cpJ(t0, s0)〉u0i + 〈pi(t1, s1), cpJ(t1, s1)〉u1i =
〈pi(t0, s0), pJ(t0, s0)〉u0i + 〈pi(t1, s1), pJ(t1, s1)〉u1i =∑
j∈J
〈pi(t0, s0), pj(t0, s0)〉u0i +
∑
j∈J
〈pi(t1, s1), pj(t1, s1)〉u1i = b|J|.
Now let i = iw and assume that cpJ(t1, s1) is a square at w. For every v ∈ T we
have 〈piw(t0, s0), cpJ(t0, s0)〉v = 〈piw(t1, s1), cpJ(t1, s1)〉v and so by using quadratic reci-
procity and the fact that cpJ(t1, s1) is a square at w we may conclude that
〈piw(t0, s0), cpJ(t0, s0)〉u0iw + 〈piw(t1, s1), cpJ(t1, s1)〉u1iw =∑
j∈J
[
〈piw(t0, s0), cpJ(t0, s0)〉u0j + 〈piw(t1, s1), cpJ(t1, s1)〉u1j
]
=
∑
j∈J
[
〈piw(t0, s0), pj(t0, s0)〉u0
j
+ 〈piw(t1, s1), pj(t1, s1)〉u1
j
]
= b|J|
Our first comparison result relates the Selmer conditions of T(t0,s0) and T(t1,s1) at the
places of T and the places u0i , u
1
i for i 6= iw.
Proposition 3.8.5. Let x = [c][pJ] ∈ JT be an element such that |J| is even. Then
(1) For every v ∈ T we have ev(t0,s0)(x) ∈ Wv(t0, s0)⇔ ev(t1,s1)(x) ∈ Wv(t1, s1).
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(2) For every i 6= iw ∈ I we have ev(t0,s0)(x) ∈ Wui
0
(t0, s0)⇔ ev(t1,s1)(x) ∈ Wui
1
(t1, s1).
Proof. Claim (1) follows from Condition(1) of Definition 3.6.2. Now let i 6= iw be an
element of I. Since |J| is even we may combine Corollary 3.8.4 with Lemma 3.7.5 and
conclude that 〈
pi(t0, s0), cD
J
i
〉
u0i
+
〈
pi(t1, s1), cD
J
i
〉
u1i
= 0.
Since valu0i pi(t0, s0) = valu1i pi(t1, s1) = 1 and cD
J
i is an S-unit we see that Claim (2)
now follows from Lemma 3.7.5.
Let us now turn our attention to comparing the weak dual Selmer groups of T(t0,s0) and
T(t1,s1). Let Vw, V
w be two copies of H1(Qw,Z/2). We have natural maps
locw : JTw −→ Vw
and
locw : JTw −→ V w
obtained by composing ev(t1,s1) (resp. ev
(t1,s1)) with the localization map at w.
Definition 3.8.6. For a set of places T ′ and a suitable partial adelic point PT ′ we define
the subgroups Q0PT ′ ⊆ QPT ′ and Q̂0PT ′ ⊆ Q̂PT ′ to be the subgroups consisting of those
elements [c][pJ] such that iw /∈ J.
Remark 3.8.7. In the setting of Definition 3.8.6 the F2-vector space QPT ′ is generated by
Q0PT ′
and [d][pI]. Since [d][pI] does not belong to Q
0
PT ′
we obtain a direct sum decompo-
sition QPT ′
∼= Q0PT ′ ⊕ F2〈[d][pI]〉. In a similar way, we have a direct sum decomposition
Q̂PT ′
∼= Q̂0PT ′ ⊕ F2〈[−d][pI]〉.
Definition 3.8.8. We denote by P0 ⊆ Vw be the image of Q0PT via locw and by P 0 be the
image of Q̂0PT via loc
w. Similarly, we denote by P1 ⊆ Vw be the image of Q0PTw via locw
and by P 1 be the image of Q̂0PTw via loc
w.
Remark 3.8.9. By Definition 3.7.2 the elements of QPT (resp. Q̂PT ) satisfy the Selmer
(resp. dual Selmer) condition of T(t1,s1) at w and so P1 ⊆ Ww(t1, s1) (resp. P 1 ⊆
Ww(t1, s1)). In particular, we have dim2 P1, dim2 P
1 ≤ 1. On the other hand, by Re-
mark 3.8.2 we have that pi(t1, s1) is a unit at w for i 6= iw and since w /∈ T it follows that
P0, P
0 ⊆ Z∗w/(Z∗w)2. In particular, dim2 P0, dim2 P 0 ≤ 1 as well.
Lemma 3.8.10. The Hilbert pairing of any element in P0 ⊆ Vw with any element of
P 1 ⊆ V w is trivial.
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Proof. Let x = [c][pJ] ∈ Q0PT and x′ = [c′][pJ′ ] ∈ Q̂0PTw be elements. By Definition 3.8.6
we have iw /∈ J and iw /∈ J′. It follows that both ev(t1,s1)(x) and ev(t1,s1)(x′) are units at
u1iw , and hence 〈
ev(t1,s1)(x), ev
(t1,s1)(x′)
〉
u1w
= 0.
On the other hand, for every v ∈ T and every v = u1i with i 6= iw we have from Proposi-
tion 3.8.5 that ev(t1,s1)(x) ∈ Wv(t1, s1). Now, by Definition 3.7.2 we have ev(t1,s1)(x′) ∈
W v(t1, s1) and sinceWv(t1, s1) is orthogonal toW
v(t1, s1) it follows that〈
ev(t1,s1)(x), ev
(t1,s1)(x′)
〉
v
= 0
for these v’s as well. Since ev(t1,s1)(x) and ev
(t1,s1)(x′) are units outside Tw(t1, s1) it
follows from quadratic reciprocity that〈
ev(t1,s1)(x), ev
(t1,s1)(x′)
〉
w
=
∑
v∈T∪{u1i }i∈I
〈
ev(t1,s1)(x), ev
(t1,s1)(x′)
〉
v
= 0
as desired.
We are now in a position to compare the weak dual Selmer groups Q̂PT and Q̂PTw .
Proposition 3.8.11.
(1) Let x = [c][pJ] ∈ Q̂0PTw be an element such that loc
w(x) = 0. Then x belongs to Q̂0PT .
(2) If both P0 and P
0 are non-zero then P 1 = {0} and Q̂0PTw ( Q̂0PT .
Proof. Let us first prove (1). Since x ∈ Q̂0PTw we have iw /∈ J by Definition 3.8.6.
Since furthermore locw(x) = 0 it follows that c is a unit at w, i.e., c ∈ Z∗T . Now since
ev(t1,s1)(x) ∈ W v(t1, s1) for every v ∈ T , Condition (1) of Definition 3.6.2 implies that
ev(t0,s0)(x) ∈ W v(t0, s0) for every v ∈ T . By Lemma 3.7.6 there exists a b ∈ Z/2 such
that for every i ∈ Jc we have 〈pi(t1, s1), ev(t1,s1)(x)〉u1i = b and for every i ∈ J we have〈
pi(t1, s1), ev
(t1,s1)(x[−d][pI])
〉
u1i
= b. By our assumption we have that ev(t1,s1)(x) is a
square at w. Applying Lemma 3.8.3 and Corollary 3.8.4, we may deduce the existence of
a b′ ∈ Z/2 such that for every i ∈ Jc (including i = iw) we have〈
pi(t0, s0), ev
(t0,s0)(x)
〉
u0i
+
〈
pi(t1, s1), ev
(t1,s1)(x)
〉
u1i
= b′ · |J| ∈ Z/2
and for every i ∈ J (which means in particular that i 6= iw) we have〈
pi(t0, s0), ev
(t0,s0)(x[−d][pI])
〉
u0i
+
〈
pi(t1, s1), ev
(t1,s1)(x[−d][pI])
〉
u1i
= b′·|Jc| = b′·|J| ∈ Z/2.
It follows that ev(t0,s0)(x) satisfies the condition described in Lemma 3.7.6 with respect
to b+ b′|J|, and so x ∈ Q̂0PT as desired.
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To prove (2), observe that by remark 3.8.9 the condition P0 6= {0} is equivalent to
P0 = Z
∗
w/(Z
∗
w)
2. Lemma 3.8.10 then implies that P 1 ⊆ Z∗w/(Z∗w)2. By Remark 3.8.9
we also have P 1 ⊆ Ww(t1, s1). Since the intersection of Ww(t1, s1) with the subspace
Z∗w/(Z
∗
w)
2 ⊆ V w is trivial it follows that P 1 = {0} and hence locw(x) = 0 for every x ∈
Q̂0PTw
. By claim (1) we may conclude that Q̂0PTw ⊆ Q̂0PT . Furthermore, Q̂0PTw is contained
in the kernel of the map
locw : Q̂0PT −→ V w.
Since P 0 6= {0} this kernel is strictly smaller than Q̂0PT and so we obtain a strict inclusion
Q̂0PTw
( Q̂0PT
as desired.
3.9 Proof of the main theorem
In this section we will finish the proof of Theorem 3.1.12.
Proposition 3.9.1. Let T be a finite set of places containing S, let PT = {Pv}v∈T be a
suitable partial adelic point and let (t0, s0) be a T -admissible pair with respect to PT
with associated places {u0i }i∈I. Let [x] ∈ Q̂PT be such that [x] /∈ {0, [−d][pI]}. Then there
exists a place w and an extension of PT to a suitable partial adelic point PTw = {Pv}v∈Tw
(with Tw = T ∪ {w}) such that Q̂PTw ( Q̂PT .
Proof. Let [x] = [c][pJ] ∈ Q̂PT (with J ⊆ I and c ∈ IT ) be such that [x] /∈ {0, [−d][pI]}.
By our assumptions there are at least two places v1∞, v
2
∞ ∈ S0 which split inQ(
√−dpI(t0, s0)).
In light of Remark 2.4.3 we may deduce that
dim2 QPT > dim2 Q̂PT ≥ 2.
We may hence conclude that there exists a x′ = [c′][pJ′] ∈ QPT (with J′ ⊆ I and c′ ∈ IT )
such that x′ does not belong to the group generated by [a][pA] and [d][pI]. We now separate
our strategy into two cases:
(1) If |J| is even, then by Condition (D) there exists an ix ∈ I such that cD̂Jix /∈
{
1,
[
aDAix
]}
.
In light of Remark 3.1.5 we may, by possibly replacing x with x[−d][pI] and x′ with
x′[d][pI], assume that ix ∈ Jc ∩ (J′)c. By combining Corollary 3.7.8 with Condition
(D) we may also conclude that
[
c′DJ
′
ix
]
/∈ {1, [aDAix]}. Applying Chebotarev’s den-
sity theorem we may deduce the existence of a place w such that aDAix is a square at
w but cD̂Jix and c
′DJ
′
ix
are non-squares at w. Let tw, sw ∈ Zw be such that pix(tw, sw)
is a uniformizer.
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(2) If |J| is odd then we can still use Corollary 3.7.8 to show that for any ix ∈ I we
have
[
c′DJ
′
ix
]
/∈ {1, [aDAix]} (recall that |J′| is even by the definition of QPT and
the strict Selmer group). By possibly replacing x′ with x′[d][pI] we may assume that
Jc ∩ (J′)c 6= ∅. Choose an ix ∈ Jc ∩ (J′)c and apply Chebotarev’s density theorem
to deduce the existence of a place w such that aDAix is a square at w but c
′DJ
′
ix
is a
non-square at w. Let tw, sw ∈ Zw be such that pix(tw, sw) is a uniformizer. Since |J|
is odd we can, by possibly multiplying both tw and sw by a u ∈ Z∗w, assume that
[ev(tw ,sw)(x)] is a non-square unit at Zw.
In either of the two cases, Lemma 3.4.2 implies that the fiber X(tw ,sw) has an Zw-point.
It follows that we may extend PT to a suitable partial adelic point PTw = (Pv)v∈Ts indexed
by Tw = T ∪{w}, where Pw is a point lying above (tw, sw). By Proposition 3.6.5 we may
find a Tw-admissible pair (t1, s1) with respect to PTw and we denote by {u1i }i∈I be the as-
sociated places. For j = 0, 1 consider the F2-vector spaces Pj and P
j of Definition 3.8.8.
By our construction we have x ∈ Q̂0PT and x′ ∈ Q0PT . Furthermore, by Lemma 3.7.5 and
by our choice of w we have that locw(x) 6= 0 ∈ V w and locw(x′) 6= 0 ∈ Vw. We may
hence conclude that P 0, P0 6= {0}. By Proposition 3.8.11 we now get
Q̂0PTw
( Q̂0PT
and by Remark 3.8.7 it follows that
Q̂PTw ( Q̂PT
as desired.
Proof of Theorem 3.1.12. Starting with a suitable partial adelic pointPS = (Pv)v∈S (whose
existence is guaranteed by Proposition 3.5.5) we may apply Proposition 3.6.5 to find an S-
admissible pair (t0, s0) with respect to PS. By repeated applications of Proposition 3.9.1
we may find a finite subset of places T containing S and extend PS to a suitable par-
tial adelic point PT such that for every T -admissible pair (t1, s1) with respect to PT the
weak dual Selmer group Sel+(T̂(t1,s1), T0(t1, s1), {ui}i∈I) is generated by [−dpI(t1, s1)]
and hence the true dual Selmer group
Sel(T̂(t1,s1), T0(t1, s1)) ⊆ Sel+(T̂(t1,s1), T0(t1, s1), {ui}i∈I)
is also generated by [−dpI(t1, s1)]. In light of Remark 3.6.4 we may apply Corollary 2.3.2
to deduce that X(t1,s1) has an S0-integral point.
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